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By Marcelo Triuafo
:'
Revised DSSG Constitution
Planned For Elections
Sbechter discussed about the COD- tour·.~~: Of
stJtution centered around the wIiicb Sllech.....Gee. of
operation of die government itself. a planned nMsion whereby two
" As we functioned, we re;tlized COUDciI .. ii_a, eiedefI -at the
that there are certain things that, flrst council m ceting. wOuld serve
although they may be correct in as ex-officio members to the ex-
theory, don't work quite SO well in ecutive board during their~,
practice. There are always certain and report back to the council, ad-
ways in which you can't follow the ding, "We are doing this process
constitution, so what we want to do this year by a temporary vote of
is to present a constitution that we council, but we'd like to incor-
would be capable of following to porate that into the ·constitution."
. the letter, that would be exactly As a vice-president herself',
adapted to our needs." Shechter expressed concern that
Under the current system, the perhaps the appointed vice-
chairperson of the council is deter- presidents never work with the
mined by the candidate who wins council. "In the past, the vice-
the greatest number of votes in the presidents have reany been on their
May election; a revision is lY:ft" own. In fact what we'd tike to do is
sought where the chai~ incorporate into the ... that
would be selected through a vote by every week, the ~IItS
members of thecouncil in their first would give a report.'just like1he eX-
meeting. This year. the chairperson offtcios do." Ip effect, the vice-
is Po Sit. "ADd. althOUlh he is··a . presidents would st8rt to W'Or'k
new member ,'. exp lained more'closely with the committees in
Shechter, eel would like to say that the council.
he's done a very good job. A per- Co1UiII"ed 011P.p 7
son like Po Sit, who carne in new,
was able to learn enough
In the Day Session Student· throughout the summer about the
Government, a main topic of con- workings ofcouncil to do a very ef-
cern has. been the revision of the fective job, but that's not always
the case with somebody who gets
Ii Day Session Student Constitution. the most number ofvotes."
5 Concern for this problem had its
.3 origins in the administration of last Another problem that Shechter~ year's OSSG president Salvador explained was that there is no COUD-
I Cheda, and has been passed on to
Qi the administration of current presi-dent Denise White.
Vice-President of Student Af-
fairs Anita Shechter reported that
she and White came together to ex-
amine the constitution and a pro-
posal they had devised earlier, and
discovered a need for change in
t>c:>th. "The constitution that we 1"< ,~
tried to pass last year is what we've =,:_~~~,
been looking. at to see what changes Xi '-""::;
are needed; It's our proposed COD-- - *-t..~.. ~
.'
bec-ause. .
membership and it woUld be c0n-
nected with the executive branch.
Continued Oil Page S
Iy and are closed out of a business
course deal with the School of Busi-
ness Curricular Guidance Office
(Room 902, 26th Street) where they
may request an overtally to enter
the closed course. Approximately
1.000 course close-outs were re-
ported during Spring 1984 registra-
tion.
The Registrar's office works with
the Dean's office by supplying a list
of students who were closed out of
specific courses. From the list. the
various departments were advised
of students' needs and additional
sections are opened where possi-
ble, with first preference going to
Continued on Page 7 .......
WIIMB: See CeaterfeW.
By Ivan CIntron
Overtally Information Released
By School of Business
Day Session Gov't. Creates
Student Relations Committee
During early registration, there
is a constant threat of being closed
out of a course required for com-
pletion of a major or minor. The
problem is especially acute in the
School of Business and Public Ad-
ministration where approximately
9S percent of Baruch's students are
registered.
Associate Dean Bertha
Newhouse believes that if students
are aware of the procedures in-
volved and constraints faced by the
college, registration could pro-
ceed smoother, and problems in ad-
justing schedules could be mini-
mized.
Undergraduates who register ear-
Bf Nina Dobris
JoJce F....a
CUNY And
Board of Ed.
Partnership
CUNY Chancellor Joseph S.
Murphy and 'Board of Education
Chancellor Anthony Alvarado have
decided to form a partnership to
develop programs for underachiev-
ing high school students.
Under the direction of Dr. Joyce
F. Brown, SPecial Assistant to the
Chancellor for Board of Education f=:============================1
Relations, the City University has
proposed and will soon begin a
number of collaborative programs
WIth the Board of Education. The
major goals of the programs are to
improve academic performance, in-
crease retention, and provide better
preparation for college study.
"Although.it would be nice if the
students came to the university,"
says Brown, "our major thrust is to
be able to develop programs utiliz-
ing the expertise of both systems to
allow tbese kids •• least stay aod
. '~"'.
members of the SRC would be
elected to sit in on council
meetings. "This creates more cross- stitution. But even that does haveThe Student Relations Commit- communication between the
tee (SRq is an established body of some problems. As we go along,
various committees. This is done we see the problems of this one', 1·0 aDay Session Student Government, f all bodi' ddue to a temporary amendment of or es In stu ent govern- way, it's a benefit that (ours) didn't
ment,' 9 White explained. pass because now we see the nrn.. AlIMa SIIe It_
DSSQls constitution for the Spring Fred Guateili, a counc:il member, blen f (the current) yA'W'.-
_!.,984..~..~.~.,~.::::..~itur<., ......"~,,....~~.-; .....~ solemembc:r. of-..tbe ..~~.. •..~~.~.l.~L.curre.toe~~elS~ ana~c;.Wy cil rcpr.~~n OIl tbc~~e~~~ ~; -BaNCb'cCoaIiDoR-~~~~~.··_~·~,~.." '.' - ..:........~.(.- ..~._.~,.> ..... c ••
KieSS9'-seconaea bY EDZi-veTtn;'to
approve the formation of the Stu-
dent Relations Committee, was
passed," according to the minutes
of the council meeting Thursday,
February 2. The vote was 10 for.
three against.
Denise White, President of
DSSG. said the committee would
help to "decrease student apathy"
. and get students involved with, and
concemed about, issues like fman-
QaI.. aid, ttIiUoB-. iau1IIS8S, ,...
registration and the draft.
--------------4 Concerning the ameadmeDt.
White said it will be effectiv~ im-
mediately. White explained that the
committee will have two ex-officio
members of council sitting in on
their meetings. In addition, three
finish high school."
Until now, the programs in ex-
istence were geared toward the high
achievers. "What's new now is that
we're trying to open our umbrella a
little wider and bring under it those ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- .2~~~~~-...;.---1
students who are in academic trou-
ble; who perhaps are not
motivated, or perhaps are terribly
motivated but don't have the sup-
port services it takes to complete
their studies."
In March, the new partnership
will begin with a mentoring pro-
gram at Queens College, LaGuar-
dia Community College and
Lehman College. Queens will be
partnering with John Bowne High
School, 'LaGuardia with Long
Island City High School, and
Lehman will be working with
Walton and DeWitt Clinton Jiigh
Schools. The first college recruit-
ment phase began February 8 for
oUlis particular program.
"This semester, college student
participation will be in the form of
field work or independent study in
lieu of other course work in such
Continued on Page 5
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By Manny Taveras
Ku
Klux
Kabinet
"Please come to attention. You, there,
please have a seat. Brother Bush, behave
yourself! Get that torch away from the
cross! It's not time for that yet."
"The Imperial Order of the Dragon is
now in session."
"It's time to recite our motto."
Standing, they all sang: "'We wanna go
back home where all was forgotten and
Negroes picked cotton."
"'It is now time for Brother Ronald to
give the annual State of the Order
message. "
Brother Ronald wobbles to the podium,
avoiding stepping on his white robe.
"Thank you Brother Watt."
"My friends, it is a great pleasure to be
among the truly faithful again.
"As you know, in 1980, I promised to
make America strong again. With the
assistance of men like Brother Meese and
Brother Stockman, I believe my administra-
tion has been successful in accomplishing its
goals.
"Socialism is on its way out. The welfare
state is shrinking. After all, why should
hardworking, patriotic Americans shoulder
the responsibility for the so called disadvan-
taged?
"I'll tell you who those disadvantaged
are: They are people who choose to be
homeless because they don't want to deal
with the responsibilities of maintaining a
home. They are children who have been
brainwashed .by leftist propaganda. into
believing that catsup isn't as nutritional as
vegetables. They are environmentalists who
hold back progress with their constant ba-
bying of the environment. They are tax-
dodging senior citizens who refuse to pay
their fair share of taxes on income for
which they do·nothing more than reach into
their mailbox.. They are young, unwed
_.. .;,.W!JO~.~~_~f~ __~_.SlD:!"".
ways.
"All I've got to say-and I'm sure my
brothers~when,1say that if these
non-Americans want to be clothed and fed
by the government, Jet them join the
Army.(Applause. )
"I promise you that if I'm re-elected, I
will do my best to serve the interests of all
good Americans.
"I will keep the White House white."
Imagine if James Watt, the dear departed
Secretary of the Interior, had been much
more verbose in his speaking manner. He
was fired largely because of his statement
that he had "a black, a woman, two Jews
and a cripple," as his advisors. Instead of
this he could have said that we have "a per-
son of ebony pigmentation. a person who
possesses child-bearing capabilities, two
people descended from Shem, and a han-
dicapped person.'· By doing this Watt
would not have offended many Americans,
and Reagan would be in better shape.
In turning to another domestic Issue
Reagan could have scored more points if he
instructed Ed Meese to be more verbose.
Meese, who is now the President's nominee
for the Attorney-Generalship, is best
<known for his unsuccessful attempt to find
hunger in America. In fact, he accused
families of going to soup kitchens because
the food was free.
Meese instead could have said that C'peo-
ple of questionable character and lower
economic status have eschewed their in-
dependence and autonomy in order to
parasitize the good will of private organiza-
tions and the American taxpayer." Boy,
isn't that free cheese delicious. By doing
this Reagan and Meese could have confused
the hell out of the American people and
thus gain more support.
The final issue with which Reagan could
have gained support was the invasion of
Grenada.· Here reporters and television
crews were barred from going in until all the
major fighting was ended. After aU was
done Secretary q1 State Geoqe Shultz said
they were barred because he thought that
Continued on Page 4
By Mike Lashinsky
Verbicide!
C) denounce his actions, but only give him
a warning
D) give him a pat on the back and tell him
that he's been doing a good job.
7. Your wife is a conceited snob; your
your youngest son is a ballet dancer;
your associates are insensitive animals.
Your acting career has been a dismal
failure and. in recent years, you have
retir~d from the governorship of a large
arid exceedingly dull state. You are ex-
tremely old. extremely pigheaded, and
extremely stupid; you are contemplat-
ing what to do in the remaining years of
your life. You should...
A) see a psychiatrist.
B) see a psychologist.
C) leave your wife.
D) run for President of the United States.
Bonus Question: An amendment to your
country's constitution (considering that
your country has a constitution with such a
mechanism for change) declaring abortion
illegal, and therefore, tantamount to
murder, has just been passed. Shortly
thereafter, in a medical laboratory where
test tube babies are created, a cleaning
woman unwittingly knocks over a test tube
containing a fertilized egg. Is it. ..
A) an accident
B) a mess
C) unfortunate
D) manslaughter
Conservative Answers 1) D 2) D 3) D 4)D
5) C 6) D 7) D
The surprising thing about this assault on
/ the English language is that very few
people are aware of it. When the Reagan
Administration uses this type of euphe-
mistic language they usually gain much
support. In fact, at-this point Reagan is
favored in the polls to be re-elected, with
a lead of several percentage points. One
wonders how popular he would be if hiSen-
tire Administration,·had been following this
policy all along.
A murder took place recently and, unfor-
tunately, the suspect was not apprehended.
In fact, most Americans are no1 even aware
that this crime was perpetrated: the murder
of the English language.
This point was brought home on
February 10th, when Elliot Abrams, Assis-
tant Secretary of State for Human Rights.
revealed the government's latest report on
human rights practices around the world.
In the report Abrams announced that the
State Department had stricken the word
"killing" from human rights reports. In-
stead, according to Abrams, "we found the
term killing too broad and have substituted
the more precise, if more verbose, unlawful
or arbitrary deprivation of life.' ,
Following on the heels of calling the MX
missile a "peacekeeper," and funding a
"covert war" against Nicaragua about
which everyone has knowledge, the Reagan
Administration has reached a new low in
intentional deception. How a term such as
"unlawful or arbitrary deprivation of life"
can be both precise and verbose is a good
question; considering the fact that pre-
cise means clearly expressed or delineated,
while verbose means using or containing
, an excessive number of words. In other
words. verbose means "cow manure."
If you have honestly and correctly
answered 5 or more questions, then you are
truly a conservative, and you are exactly the
kind of person that conservative leaders are
looking for. The greatest way that you can
serve your country is to immediately
volunteer for the United States Marine
Corps (that is. if you are an American
... ~it~eb)' an~, request ~ha!-..ro~~~ stationed
tn _ e a~n. -=====-lhiOOifJimii~~iR~iiyiiiin~tJiaF"iiiiffi1r '._-" ._-
did, he would let the industries in question
face foreign competition, since competition
should be the biggest stimulus to increase
efficiency. Besides, in a free market, no in-
dustry should be guaranteed survival unless
it can compete. If he doesn't beleive.in a
truly free market (as his policies would in-
dicate), he should say so. However, this will
never happen since Reagan tends to see
things as being black or white and generally
misses all the shades of grey. In his view,
the only alternative to a free-enterprise
system is a centrally-planned economy. The
future of American business is to adapt to
the changing market by increasing efficien-
cy and concentrating on existing .strong
points such as world-wide dominance in in-
dustrial research and development.
On the domestic front, Reagan also tries
to have it both ways.· He talks about in-
stituting tuition tax credits for parents who
choose to send their children to private and
parochial school, while trying to destroy the
public school system by permitting school
prayer. In his first official campaign ap-
pearance, a speech to the National
Religious Broadcasters convention in
Washington, he again stated his intention
to violate the separation of church and state
by promising to renew his crusade on social
issues. including prayer Oil) public schools.
While no one has suggested, or would ac-
cept, any restrictions on our right to wor-
ship as we please, Reagan has attempted to
paint those who oppose school prayer as
opposing all religious freedom. All school
prayer opponents want is to keep religion
out of a public institution in what is suppos-
ed to be a non-sectarian nation.
Sanctity of life also appears to be selec-
tive under his system of "logic." It is ap-
parently all right for the govemment to im-
pose the death penalty (as proposed in his
new federal crime program), but a woman
Continued on Page 4
mean the extinction of the human race,
you might say that your country...
A) could stand a change in leadership.
B) is in trouble.
C) is nearing disaster.
D) is back and standing tall.
3. What IS the Perfect make-up of a
government commission?
A) There is no perfect make-up of a govern-
ment commission.
B) one black or Hispanic person and one
white person
C) two black women and two white men
Dja black, a woman, two Jews, and a crip-
ple
4. Your country has deployed marines to a
foreign land. However, due to
deteriorating circumstances, your presi-
dent then redeploys the marines-that
is, he orders them back to the ships at
sea. If the marines are returned to their
original place of deployment, we would
say that they have been...
A) redeployed.
B) re-redeployed.
C) undeployed.
D) Whatever the president calls it, it's fine
with me.
. S. All people on foodstamps are...
A) poor.
B) economically disadvantaged.
C) Puerto Rican.
6. You are the leader of a great, democratic
nation, and you have repeatedly stressed
that morality in the country is one of
your main concerns. However, at the
beginning of your fourth year in office,
one of your high appointees is found to
have been taping telephone conversa-
tions without anyone's knowledge or
consent. You should...
A) fire him immediately and then denounce
his actions
.' Bl_d~rrQ~nce-n~_~tio~aI!~ t~J'.!!_e_~!!l_.
immedjate1)
Are You a Conservative?
By Jesse Borges
By Steve Appenzeller
The search for a rating system that could
adequately distinguish one ideology from
the others has been a tedious one. Indeed, it
was only after three long years of study that
I was able to put together the' perfect
ideological test. "The Conservative Dilem-
ma" is that test. As you may have already
deduced from the title, this survey is a
conservative-detector. In other words, it
can tell you if your way of thinking is in line
with basic conservative beliefs. However, if
you perform poorly on this questionnaire,
it simply means that you are not a conser-
vative; but it does not mean that you are a
liberal.
In order to quell any controversies that
might atise from the content of the survey,
it must be noted that all questions and
answers are based on comments made by,
and actual problems facing members of a
conservative administration which we all
know well; although the bonus question
is purely hypothetical. Keeping the afore-
mentioned explanations in mind. all that
remains to be done. is for you to take
the test. Remember, there is only one cor-
rect conservative answer for each question
asked.
Reagan's Policies: Dlogical
1. If a large country about the size of
the United States violently overthrows
the ruling government of a tiny Carib-
bean island, about the size of Grenada,
what would you call it?
A) a coup d'etat
B) another example of imperialism
C) an invasion
D) a rescue mission
2. If in your highly industrialized nation,
unemployment is high, the education
_.system is in'.a shambles, corruption in
government is rampant, foreign policy is
suicidal -_...I .l.._ ,l1nh'u' •, 4.IAl..&.UI; - CO_.I'_ .1£. mo~-
closer to a nuclear war which would
DIALECTICS
The Reagan Administration has failed to
keep its promise of less governmental in-
tervention into the lives of Americans.
Reagan's 1980 campaign was based on the
tenets of the free market and "less govern-
ment is good government." In practice, this
has been instituted only where convenient.
Many inconsistencies...:i,n governmental ac-
tion under the current Administration
erode Reagan's credibility.
The man who came to Washington
claiming that the free market was a di-
vine gift has done little to actuaJly fos-
ter such a market. In the area of foreign
trade. Reagan's protectionist policies
isolate American firms from true compe-
tition at the expense of the American
consumer. The "voluntary" import quota
on Japanese automobiles has guaranteed
the "big three" auto makers a stable
share of the market since Japan can not
increase exports to this country. As a re-
sult. G.M.. Ford and Chrysler can raise
their prices since they do not face true com-
petition. The price of Japanese cars are also
increased, because American consumers in-
creasingly prefer them for non-price factors
such' as product quality, ease of
maintenance and fuel economy, and supply
is held constant. The law of supply and de-
mand dictates a higher price. Professor
Yoshi Tsurumi (MKn of Baruch College
has calculated that the hidden costs of non-
tariff barriers in the auto industry have cost
the American consumer more than 52
billion from. 1982' to 1983.
Dabbling in the market is not limited -to
the automobile industry. Specialty steel
from the European Economic Community,
construction steel from Brazil and textiles
from Asia are just a few of the products to
face import restrictions. Apparently
Reagan has no faith in the market; if he
"'-
..
Peter Gubin
LETTERS
~
of all time, namely Mr. Baruch. It
should be noted that Mr. Baruch
also was an inner circle advisor to
four presidents.
This college has a social respon-
sibility to live up to the image deriv-
ed from the Baruch name. It tries to
do this by hiring the finest available
faculty from around the globe.
However. this is not enough. There
must be a mandate enacted which
guarantees that serious minded
students are guaranteed what is
contractually theirs, an education
in a culturally hospitable environ-
ment. The OSSG should under-
take as its first legislative act of this
semester a program to address this
"very issue. If we are not to be
academically oriented, perhaps we
should return to the wild with the
rest of the animals.
You speak of politicians and the
amount of soil fertilizer they shovel
on the public. Well, Mr. Ed, you've
been leaving an extremely pungent
trail of fertilizer in the halls of Ba-
ruch. Your freedom quote by Barry
.. Atomic" made no sense at all; it
is a quote of circles. By the way,
who vindicated the words of Barry
"Atomic" Goldwater? The use of a
politician's quote to effectively ar-
gue a point always makes me ask,
what special interest group is he
serving? Which right-wing interest
group do you represent?
Finally, there is your elusive
search for a protector in America.
Supposedly it is in its fetal stage.
Your writings suggest some inclina-
tion to political activity in the fu-
ture. If your ambitions are set on
the role of protector, please .abort
them immediately. for the safety of
mankind! Nothing would make me
more insecure in America's than
the thought of Mr. Ed being our
protector.
Name withheld by request
assurance which co-exists when law
+ order are present in society. You
supplemented your argument for
order by stating, "it is most likely
to be achieved when order is based
on the reverence of a people for
their laws supplemented by infre-
quent, but effective uses of force."
May I ask the question. "What do
you define as effective use of
force?" Would it be 50 blacks. 25
Hispanics killed in these infrequent
but effective uses of force? It's just
these archaic views which are worri-
some. I can just see the headlines
in a famous newspaper (New York
Post) ~UMr. Ed Combats -Urban
Crime - Deploys His Own U.D.F."
The Urban Deployment Force can
be the infrequent but effective use
of force you're advocating. Instead
of Orwell's 1984, Baruch has its
own version - Mr. Ed's 1984.
I could not do justice to this letter
or even your editorial without com-
menting on attacks you throw at
blacks. Your comments. "Fry them
all." "Put him away if he's a nig-
ger. There are too many of them!"
You don't quote anyone specifically
in these racial slurs, so they obvi-
ously must be your personal preju-
dices. Your comments only lead
one to believe that you are an igno-
rant racist.
Unruly Lounges
Voodoo Jurisprudence
Let's Hear From Yon
Dear Mister Ed.
Your simplistic equation of law
+ order equals civilization is a very
frightening one. A more appropri-
ate title for your article in the pre-
cious Ticker would be Voodoo J uris-
prudence. Granted, law + order
are important ingredients to your
simplistic equation of civilization,
but in your abstract little mind
you've completely ignored justice
and its implications to law, order
and civilization. Your use of quotes
from the Bolshevik Revolution to
Barry "Atomic" Goldwater are
useless garbage, as will be pointed
. out later in this letter. Trying to
follow the logic of your essay is
very simple, because it contains no
logic at all. Another usefuldescrip-
tion of your article could be, as
you've eloquently put it, "canned
blather. ,.
In neglecting the issue of justice
in your equation you can conven-
iently neglect the suppression of
minorities in our society. A simple
example of American history will
help prove my point; it seems his-
tory and nostalgia are the basis for
your idiotic formulations. You re-
member a dark, or should I say
black spot in our history, the pre-
Civil War South. During this peri-
od. probably t~ your enjoyment, it
was very structured and orderly.
Men were allowed to own other
men, of which ~.90j'o were black,
and all of this was ordained by the
so-called civilized South. They had
legal statutes written in each state
granting these privileges and cus-
toms attempted to preserve this
setup. Now let's refer back to your
very simple equation law + order
= civilization. During the above-
mentioned period. yes, there were
laws allowing men to own other
men, and yes. society was very
ordered (every nigger knew his
place). Is this a civilized society? It
might be if we were all privileged
people like Mr. Ed. but we all can't
have that lucky horseshoe over our
heads. Or would a more modern
example enlighten your simplistic
view of civilization.such as Poland?
They have plenty of laws and order
enhanced by frequent use of effec-
tive force. What you suggest is a
beginning; the end result is Poland.
Another intriguing aspect of your
article focuses on the government
assurance of public safety on the
streets. You speak of some magical
Dear Editor.
Greater than the question of
what is the meaning of life, is the
rhetorical question of why are we
here at Baruch. This question oc-
curred to me as I sat in the study
area on the ninth floor. If Bernard
Baruch were alive today he would
__......Q.;1A-.the--Y~uestionafter
seeing the state of affairs of the
decorum of this room. The sign
above what was once a functional
fireplace reads QUIET! Study
Lounge. It is amazing how flagrant-
ly this simple request is ignored!
This area has been overrun by
disoriented freshmen whom it ap-
pears never ever made it to orienta-
tion.. The lounge now resembles
more of a high-school cafeteria run
amok, than the hallowed halls
which were once graced by one of
the greatest institutional investors
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EDITORIALS
In the establishment of the Student Relations Committee (story page 1), DSSa Student
Council passed a temporary amendment without submitting it to the voters, an action that is
a violation of the DSSa constitution. The motion to establish the committee' in this manner
sets a dangerous precedent since a temporary amendment could extend terms of office,
eliminate the requirement for minutes of the Student Council, or accomplish other iiri-
constitutional actions. The SRC should have been implemented through a simple resolution
under its powers in Article II, section 2 of the DSSa constitution.
While the DSSG is in the process of drafting a new constitution that they hope will
eliminate the problem of having a document that "may be correct in theory, (but doesn't)
work quite ~o well in practice," the current constitution should be adhered to.
This action makes us wary of the effort to revise the constitution. The United Students for
Action (USA) party is to be commended for upholding their campaign promise to implement
a new constituion since the current document is not up to the standards of an organization
with as many responsibilities as DSSG; however, the. committee must insure that an open
.government is maintained.
An article to limit ejection of observers from meetings to cases of'disorder, require the ex-
act text of all Student Council resolutions be reduced to writing and published and
distributed widely, and require that distribution of minutes to the student media should be
included. Without these provisions we may not give the proposed constitution OUf full sup-
port.
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In the last issue of The Ticker, there was an advertisement, paid for by Day Session Stu-
dent Government, endorsing Neon Notes, a note-taking-service run by Stuart Arkin and Sal
Lentieri. Their endorsement is puzzling.
Neon Notes is a business. It profits from its subscribers. In addition, the students who
take notes are paid for their efforts. It is strange that DSSG would endorse a for-profit
venture.
What purpose could DSSG have in mind? No one is certain. Perhaps thewriter of the ad
thought Neon Notes was a great service, one that should be publicized with DSSG's influ-
ence. Perhaps it was done simply as a favor to Arkin and Lentieri. Whatever the reason,
both DSSG and the writer of the ad should have taken into account the negative aspects of
placing an ad sanctioning Neon Notes.
Students might think DSSG is getting cash under-the-table in return for their half-page
seal of approval. Others might question the use of student fees, which supply DSSG with its
budget, in endorsing an entrepreneurial venture.
We are not saying DSSG is receiving kickbacks; however, we do believe it was wrong of
them to place such an ad. It compromises the integrity of student government and makes its
officers appear to be spendthrifts.
We do not question Neon Notes. It appears to be a promising service for Baruch students,
one which puts into practice the ideals advocated in the School of Business and Public Ad-
ministration. However, DSSG might do better if it refrained from such endorsements in the
future. Neon Notes should pay for its own endorsements.
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• Depression
• Career Uncertainty
• Decision Making
Youth Counseling
League
473-4300
138 East 19 sr., NYC 10003
East 25th St. location
Tel. 685-<>954
Liscensed by the N. Y. State Dept. of Mental Hygiene
Free Consultation Session
Neil Elson, CSW.
Psychotherapist
N. Y.S. Certified
Specializing in work with young
adults concerning matters of:
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Partnership
can count 00, you won't just have
the members of the executive
branch at the" booths, like we had
this semester."
Both Weiss and Abrahams argue
that the function of the SRC could
best be served by ad-hoc commit-
tees, specifically formed as fact-
finding groups for particular prob-
lems. Abrahams said the SRC was a
"cosmetic" committee, and would
solve no problems.
Shechter responded, "The prob-
lem with forming ad-hoc commit-
tees is they are composed of council
members. Not all members can sit
on all committees. With the SRC,
you could have a better representa-
tion of students' views on certain
issues. "
White said another function of
the SRC would be" to teach
students, unfamiliar with the work-
ings of student government, how it
works. She added the committee is
a "training ground" for students
who could take the places of coun-
cil or executive board members who
decide not to run again.
As of this writing, seven students
have responded t.a the drive for
members for the SRC. The pro-
cedure involved is: a student fills
out a membership form; the form is
forwarded to council for approval;
then council accepts or rejects the
applicant.
No Experience Neceesarv
APPRENTICE WANTED
Good Job for Students Call 744-9087
HAVING PROBLEMS?
-with parents, friends
-school or career planning
-sexual issues or
pregnancy
Our experienced professional staff provides short and long-term
counseling at NO (or very low) fees.
To give treatments in Stress Management Practice.
Full Time, Flexible Hours and Training Available.
Continued from Page 1
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Basically, it could be used as a
nucleus for a political campaign."
Guatelli added, "It would place too
much-power in the hands of the ex-
ecutive branch and this could make
council almost a rubber stamp for
anything the committee proposes. "
The executive branch includes
the elected posts of president. vice-
president, secretary and treasurer;
the vappointed vice-presidents of
Internal, External, Student and
Campus Affairs and two council
members who sit in on meetings of
the executive board. '
Jeffrey Abrahams, another op-
ponent on council and member of
United Students for Action (USA)
said, "The SRC won't add much
power to student government; it
will dilute it." Abrahams also con-
tended that the committee could
become a "political arm" of the ex-
ecutive branch in the future.
White refuted such charges, and
said, "The thought is absurd. I
can't see, the way the committee is
constructed, how that is feasible."
She added that membership is
"open for everybody," not just
members of the USA party.
Anita Shechter, Vice-President
of Student Affairs, also
characterized the accusations as
ridiculous. She said, "Any move
the SRC makes, if it's not right,
council will knock it down."
Shechter added, "It could not
dilute or enhance the executive
branch. The committee is set up
simply to get leg-people to help out
in certain efforts."
Some of the efforts the SRC
could help with are lobbying in
Albany for lower tuition and mann-
ing voter registration booths during
in~peIson '·1 egisbation~ 'Acconting"
to White and Shechter, 28 people
(total amount of people in DSSG )
cannot do this all the time.
Abrahams disagreed that the
SRC should be used to organize
Committee'
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Know ye, aU readers:
Opinions expressed here are not
necessarily those of The Ticker.
Responses will be printed as letters
to the Editors. Original articles will
be printed at the reasonable discre-
tion of the Dialectics Editor.
February 28, 1984
VERBICIDEI
Continuedfrom Page 3
reporters today weren't on our side like
they were during W. W. II and other wars.
(What he really meant was to hell with the
truth, what we say is correct.) Instead
Shultz could have said that "over the last
25 years we have stopped inculcating our
youth with the respect and admiration that
my generation had for our beloved country
in whatever it did." This would have gone
over much better and Reagan would have
been unbelievably popular because of it.
In twisting the English language to con-
fuse the public, President Reagan has been
quite successful. One would ask why would
he want to do this. Is he so fond of the
Soviet system that he is trying to emulate it
by perverting the true meaning of words? Is
it better that 37,000 civilians in EI Salvador
have been "unlawfully or arbitrarily depriv-
ed of life" by right-wing death squads and
government forces rather than having been
killed by them?
The answer is that there is no difference;
however, the new way of saying it does
sound less heinous. Reagan has made the
horrible sound palatable, and has convinc-
ed people that the most unbelievable things
are believable.
After reading this column one would
think that the President and I have nothing
in common. This is not true. We both need
surgery. Since I have been sarcastic in parts
of this column I need my tongue removed
from my cheek. On the other hand, the
President and his administration need their
feet removed from their mouths.
DIAI,ECTICS
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the retreat from Lebanon, the Lebanese
Muslims consider us the major culprits
(who wouldn't after constantlv bein z
pounded by 1-ton shells from the U.~.s.
New Jersey), the Lebanese Christians say
we betrayed them, the Syrians and Iranians
are probably jumping with glee. Our pres-
tige and credibility went down the sewers,
while Beirut burns.
As a side note, on Feb. 17, The New
York Times and the major news networks
reported the discovery of the bodies of 117
Druse men, women and children in the
mountain village ·of Kafr Matta. It was
under the control of the Lebanese Chris-
tians until Feb. IS, when it was recaptured
by the Druse militiamen. The bodies were
in various stages of decomposition, and it
seems the perpetrators of their deaths were
either the Lebanese army or the Christian
Phalangists militia - a group not unac-
customed to carrying out massacres of in-
nocent men, women and children.
While Beirut burns ...
ILLOGIC
Continuedfrom Page 3
should not have the right to choose whether
she will undergo an abortion. In one case
the government shall take away life, but
hypocritically, wants to preserve life in
another. Without even judging the merits
of a woman deciding the fate of her own
body, which are considerable, you have to
doubt Reagan's sincerity if he thinks life
can be both sacred and disposable.
To Mr. Reagan's credit, very few other
people could be as successful at having
policies which are inconsistent not only
with each other, but with laws of logic. It is
about time for" the public to wake up and
draw the line. You can't have it both ways
Mr. President.
The Tick,er
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. Reagan's most irresponsible and tragic
blunder was to continually assure Gemayel
of continued American support, while he
clearly knows he has to pull the Marines
out soon, since the polls show that the
people are not happy with his actions con-
cerning Lebanon. However, as late as his
State of the Union message (or was it a
campaign announcement?), and his Feb. 2
denunciation ofThomas P. O'Neill, Speaker
of the House of Representatives, of being
ready to surrender while he is not; he con-
tinually paints a glowing picture for both
the Lebanese and the Americans. But as
early as Jan. 21, plans were being made to
pull the Marines out!
What happened was that Gemayel took
the assurances seriously and decided to
move the Lebanese army into the predomi-
nantly Shiite suburbs south of Beirut. This
started a chain of events that saw the
usually low-profiled Amal militia joining
the Druse for the first time against the
Lebanese army; the resignation of Prime
Minister Shafik al Wazzan, a Muslim,
which prompted the rest of the cabinet
to do likewise; and the ensuing rampage
through Beirut by all the various factions.
The Lebanese army disintegrated (What
happened to all the optimistic reports we
have been hearing about the Lebanese
army?) and many Muslim soldiers simply
deserted to the other side.
On Feb. 6. four days after calling O'Neill
a chicken, Reagan announced the with-
drawal of the Marines. What happened to
all the tough talk about "Progress in
Lebanon," .. American commitments," or
"we will not turn our back on our friends
and cut and run ... Let me tell you what hap-
pened to all this tough talk - it all went up
in smoke while Beirut burns.
What happed to American prestige and
credibility now? Our allies are disgusted
with us since they were not consulted about
BAlfJ
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By Eu Choon-Leng
DIALECTICS:
Makin~ People Think
The chain of events in Lebanon in the
last two weeks shows just how little the
: President really knows about what is hap-
pening in that country, and how impotent
"his' 'tough" foreign policy really is. Either
that, or he has proven himself to be a hypo-
crite.
From the day of the tragic bombing of
the Marine Corps compound, until the very
day he ordered the retreat, he kept insist-
ing a) that Lebanon is vital to American
national interests, b) the U.S. will never
bow to state-sponsored terrorism, c) the
U.S. is achieving progress in Lebanon, d)
the U.S. will not turn her back on her
friends and cut and run, and e) the people
who are asking him to withdraw the Ma- ,
rines are cowardly and unpatriotic.
Thinking the presence of one Marine
Amphibious Unit (numbering 1,600) can
change the dynamics of a contlict that is
centuries old, Reagan placed them in a
situation that got 241 of them killed. After
the bombing, he promised the perpetrators
would be severely dealt with. But he did
nothing even after pointing the finger at
the Syrians and Iranians since he clearly
knows the people and Congress will never
support a greater American involvement in
the Middle East. But rather than looking
for a diplomatic solution that will encom-
pass a ll the warring factions including
Syria, he instead signs a new treaty with
Israel promising greater military assistance
which infuriates the whole Islamic world,
inlcuding allies like Egypt and Saudi Ara-
bia. This treaty probably convinced the
various Muslim factions in Lebanon that
the U.S. cannot be trusted.
.........
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Registration
725-7620Clil Rich
EXPERT TYPIST
Word Processing
Term Papers, Theses
Fast & Dependable
Reasonable Rates
Call Pat 227-7220
WANTED: Success-oriented, self-motivated individual
to work 2-4 hours per week placing and filling posters on
campus. Earn $SQO-plus each school year. 1-800-243-6679.
Surrogate Mothers wanted. Couples unable to have
children willing to pay $10,000 fee and expenses to woman
Graffiti Artists WeiU
Great Opportunity For
T.Iented InclWidulls.
to carry husband's child. Conception by artificial
semination. All replies strictly confidential. Contact:
D. Spieselman, CSW, Administration
Noel Keane, Executive Director
The Infertility Center of New York
14 E. 60th Street Suite 1204
New_ York, NY 10022
(212) 371-0811
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Constitution
in the lab your student ID and tell
him/her you want to use .. the
machines.
There is a comprehensive be-
ginner tutorial diskette for every
one of the IBM PC's that everyone
should go, over first. There are also
seminars to help people learn the
basic features of the machines. Call
Amy Hirs on at Ext. 3249 or' check
the bulletin boards at the Computer
Center for further information. ,
Students should make full use of
these machines to get a first-hand
knowledge of how they work, do
and save their own personal pro-
grams, or learn to use-the various
software programs like VisiCalc
that will be available soon. For
those who do not know anything
whatsoever about computers, don't
worry. The beginner tutorial
diskette is a great help.
•.. . .... -. ' •. ..;', .......__ .. .v ,...
NEWS
from the School of Education, that
would basically "make certain that
there is a diversity of views, in-
terests, majors.iand backgrounds," Continued from Page J
according to Unneland. He added early registrants who were closed
his personal views "on student ou.t. For Spring 1984, 21 courses
government, saying that "the were opened: four in Account-
legislature should be the permanent ing, six in Business Policy,' four in
head of the other government, and Economics and Finance, two in
that the executive should be basical- Management (with additional ones
ly the tool of the legislature in car- added during registration) and five
rying out its decisions; and that this in Statistics. As a result of opening
tension you have between the coun- . the additional sections, most early
cil and the presidency is just really registrants were able to adjust their
not needed because you don't have, programs on January 16. The same
for instance, in terms of a national procedure will be followed in Fall
government, the overwhelming of 1984.
power of one house that could lead Where more sections in a subject
to tyranny." could not be arranged, where other
However, Unneland feels that his sections of the course were closed
suggestions may not be incor- and the department was agreeable,
porated by DSSG, admitting that, Curricular Guidance was able to
"It deviates too far from what place five students in the original
...-------------......1 everyone is currently used to. But closed section. Preference was
one of the good things about not given to graduating seniors or those
being in politics .is that I can say students with the highest amount
what I think." He continued, "I of credits. Once those seats are
Continued from Page 1 can give my advice, I can tell the allocated, no further overtallies are
Another student who has become truth, and I can be as blunt as I given.
involved with the constitution want about it." For Juniors and Seniors who did
situation, although outside of the A major development toward not register early and were closed
political circle at the DSSG, is Ed- revision is expected in a couple of out of courses during registration,
mund Unneland, Dialectics Editor weeks, as a constitutional commit- options were more limited. If addi-
at The Ticker. Unneland recently tee will be formed. This committee, tional sections of the same course
submitted a draft of a constitution according to Shechter, would COD- or alternatives were open, requests
to the DSSG as an effort to assist sist of members of the council, the for overtaUies were not accepted. If
them. "I felt I could have executive board, the administra- only one section of the course was
something that was relatively ex- tion, and Carl Aylman, director of available, overtally requests were
pert, that was worded concisely and the Student Center. Once the com- accepted; however, the early regis-
clearly, and I thought I could do a mittee has adopted a new proposal, trants already had requested their
decent job, and I thought I could it will try to collect as many overtallies, so-the odds of the over-
give some positive suggestions and signatures as would permit the pro- talJy spots still being open are al-
some positive input on this posal to be presented in the ballot most non-existent. In this case
process. " for the coming general elections in Newhouse suggests registering for
One version of Unneland's draft May; and if this proposal is approv- a full program without the request-
provides far-reaching commentary ed, it would be implemented this .ed course because the availability of
into the structure of a student September. courses will decrease further as
government. In this version, Un- The primary goal of revising the registration continues.
neland suggests a legislative branch 4 constitution would be to make the For students whose classes may
divided into two houses: an government operate more efficient- be cancelled "ner they register,
-·=~~~eJ~~~~~ar::;--~~1~~--, ieft~-arwi~!~~f!ir~'~~·::~'""1. t"1c1futrlrf1fri"1'l~I~~~;=Je~~~~~~
House of Representatives, which ernment is functioning more ef- a - viable' -substitute is arranged.
would consist of three students ficiently, and I think that there Newhouse said, "We try to be as
from the School of Business and would be more harmony and more fair as possible and to allocate our
Public Administration, two from tranquility in government" as a scarce resources to the student who
the School of Liberal Arts, and one result. needs and deserves it most."
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WANTED
For information
IDANT
LABORATORY
935-1430
SEMEN will be used
for artificial insemination
:for couples
who cannot have children
due to male infertility.
All donor types are needed•
Donors be
screened and tested.
Accepted Donors
.are PAID.
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Consumer Advocate
Stephen E. Goldberg, Financial
Aid Director at Baruch, will speak
on a "financial aid radio program"
according to a Baruch student.
The student, Russell Hodge, said
the program, called the "Consumer
Advocate," will air Sunday, March
4, at 6:05 a.m. on WNBC 66 AM.
During the half-hour show,
Goldberg will respond to questions
about financial aid from Al
Angeloro, host of the program.
Hodge is one of the associate
producers of the show.
should call Michael Freudenstein
(903-3632) at the CUNY computer
center for further information,
and how they can place their order.
The new Apple Imagewriter printer
($432) and two software programs,
Macwrite and Macpaint (together
for $109) are also available.
A comprehensive advertisement
of the Macintosh and the accompa-
nying accessories can be found in
the February 20th issue of Time
magazine. Students might want to
take a look at it before calling Mr.
Freudenstein.
At present, no loans or financial
aid that are administered by CUNY
or Baruch are available to students
for them to purchase the Macin-
tosh.
Macintosh
Buehin on Leave
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LAWYER·S
ASSISTANT
The I...awyer's Assistant
Program at Adelphi University Is the largest
and oldestA8A-appnM!d programof its
kind In.New'Ibrk State. with more than 4.000
graduates.
Salaries at alllew:Is hlwe increesed with the
extIaordinary growth ofthis professio.i, andtop
lawyer'sassistants earn asmuch as $32.000.
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TICKER· TAKES
Dr. Jean Buchin, coordinator of
the CUNY/B.A. program, is on re-
tirement leave, according to a
source who wished to remain
anonymous. Replacing Buchin is
Professor Don Watkins.
What the CUNY/B.A. program
entails is the following: a student
may take other courses at other
CUNY colleges, as well as at
Baruch. The student may also
design a unique major under the
auspices of a two-person faculty
committee, who makes sure the stu-
dent is doing work worthy of a
B.A. degree.
For students interested in leam-
ing more about the program, there
will be a meeting held March 29th
at the 24th Street building, Room
340 from 12:45 to 2: 15.
The Ticker has found out
- - -- ~ .
more details about the recently an-
nounced deal between Apple Com-
puters and CUNY, to let students,
faculty and staff buy the new Apple
Computer, the Macintosh, for a
fraction of the list price ($2,500).
The deal is for a period of three
years.
The discounted price is $1,100
and the earliest date of delivery is
after June. To be eligible, students
must be in a degree granting pro-
gram, and staff and faculty must be 'The Ticker has learned that
in a full time position with CUNY. students do not need any kind of
Seniors who are graduating in June comj)iJ.teiexperience or have :-:7 a
are also eligible as long as they are WYLBUR ID or even be enrolled in
aGtWe -5WdeRts -at the time ~-puf- P. anYSfittis~-aass~,"to .lise 'toe ten
chase. Buyers must also sign afor- IBM PC's and five Apple II's (with
mal agreement stating they will not their own printers) that are
re-sell the machine for twenty-four available in the Micro Lab on the
months after the date of purchase. 3rd floor of the 24th Street
Interested students and staff building. Just show the receptionist
.
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" ... love fine writ-
Ing, now you
can choose be-
tween two Precise
Rolling Ball pens that .
write so fine yet Row so'
smoothly you'll wonder
how we made it possible.
Only The Precise allows
you to write beaufifully in either
fine point or extra fine point.
The price iseven finer. Only $1.19. \.
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PILOT PRKISE ROlliNG BALL PENS.
2 a= THE FINER THII\IGS IN UFE.
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"AtThe Manhattan Womens
Medical Center?' the finest
gynecological care is well within
your budaet.?"
We~ffer a full range of services
including prenatal care and the
medical alternative to an unplanned
pregnancy.
Your relaxed consultation with
Dr.ADdreNdloolyoif- ourBoaJd
Certified Surgeon - is absolutely
free of charge along with a preg-
. nancy test and counseling.
<AIr private facility issuperbly equipped assuring you ofquali-
ty hospital care.
Convenient evening& weekendappoinnnent are available.
FOR FREE CONSULTATION CALL (212)473-6500
The Manhattan Womens Medical Center
115 East 23rd 51. (Bet. Park Ave. So. & Lex.)
New.York, N.Y.
"Come see us - your well beill2 is our concern" 1'1
The: :rJdutE-. -
100% pure beef flame-broiled, not fried
Bet. Broadway &Park Ave. So.
Mon.-Fri. 70m -lOpm Sat. 70m - 5pm
Sandwich
Here's what makes itso gedaI.
A big. toasted. five-inch sesame seed bun
CriSP, Iceberg lettuce
Student Health Program
will be available to answer
your Student Health Insurance questions
on one additional day
THURSDAY, ·MARCH 1,1984
11:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
24TH STREET LOBBY
(155 E. 24th St.)
Due to a Delay in Our Mailing
Representatives from
The Blue Cross and Blue Shield
• Zesty catsup and real mayonnaise.r-----------_', ~
'99¢ .... .. •. .. . . .J I 99¢ Whopper I
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Accountants
log the awareness of the importance of in-
ternational trade and furthering the under-
standing of the special challenges interna-
tional business presents. Foreign Trade
Society president O'Marie Chiang ~~,
"With the increasing importance of in.-
national business, I think students goina in-
to the field want and need as much ex-
posure to all aspects of world trade as P9ssi-
ble. At the Foreign Trade Society we're
another resource students can turn to."
The Baruch chaper has been around for
quite a while and has been going strong,
tempered by new "blood" and ideas gen-
erated through semi-annual elections and
membership drives. Currently the officers
for the Spring '84 semester are President
Minica Lee Kim; V.P.-Joseph Bruzzese;
Sects.-Joyce Hsu and Michael Kraten;
Tres-Junette Earl. The faculty advisor is
Professor Charles J. Snow, who has been
with the organization for approximately 3
years.
If you feel that Beta Alpha Psi is for you.
please feel free to attend one of the weekly
meetings and introduce yourself to the
officers. The weekly meetings. will be an-
nounced by flyers posted throughout the
school or check the calendar of events
located in the Student Center.
In Beta Alpha Psi there is ample oppor-
tunity to get involved in the running of the
organization, in fact, one of the require-
ments of membership is that each member
join a committee. The purpose of the com-
mittee is two-fold. First, it allows the stu-
dent to work on a team striving towards a
common goal, thereby providing the stu-
dent aii opportunity to experience self de-
velopment and comradeship. Second, it
provides the organization with an invalu-
able tool whereby it can carry out its objec-
tives.
Beta Alpha Psi also encourages the stu-
dents not just to recognize his/ her responsi-
bility to society, but to act on it. Through
the various commitees we have set up a
tutoring program and have assisted many
accounting students in the understanding
of their course work. In addition, we held a
fund-raising event last spring to benefit
The United Cerebral Palsy· organization.
Through this event we have. helped them
raise substantial funds and we are cur-
rently holding a raffle for their benefit
In addition to the weekly events, the
Society holds semi-annual dinners tor
students, faculty and alumni. At the Sprina
dinner, a person of the year award is
presented to an individual who has made an .
, outstanding contribution to the field of in-:
ternational trade.
presidents who are appointed by the Presi-
dent.
In this past semester, the DSSG has
managed to purchase new furniture. for the
basement of the 360 Park Avenue South
building which, according to Vice-President
of Student Affairs' Anita Shechter, is ex-
pected to arrive next month; she adds that
there are plans to repaint the basement
before the arrival of the furniture. The
DSSG has also been responsible for the
resumption of the mailing of transcripts to
students that was completed recently. It
has also been responsible for revising
transcripts to be sent to graduate schools
and companies so that they would reflect
the new "plus/minus" grading system
adopted by Baruch a few years ago.
Projects that the DSSG is pursuing this
semester are a revision of its constitution,
and the implementation of a Student Rela-
tions Committee. Articles relating to these
projects canbe found elsewhere in this
edition of The Ticker on page 1. t
, '
By Kenneth MJao
ByMarcelo TrlUDfo
ForeignTrade .Society
Beta Alpha Psi-tor
The Foreign Trade Society is one of
Baruch's most vital clubs. Guest speakers
are featured at most of the weekly "club
hour" meetings held in room 825 of the
26th Street building. The speakers address
topics of interest to the club's memberswho
are mainly International Marketing majors,
although all members of the Baruch com-
munity are always welcome.
The speakers, who come from the inter-
national business community, have given
presentations on topics including Thir~
World business, international trade exhibi-
tions trade financing, and foreign business
custdms. In addition to speakers, the Socie-
ty also conducts. field trips. Last week FTS
members went to the United Nations ..
The organization's goals include increas-
\
According to its constitution, the Day
Session Student Government is intended to
"protect and advocate the interests of all
Day Session students. tt Some of the
DSSG's functions in the Baruch community
include representing the interests of the
students 'by lobbying on behalf of student
rights and campaigning on various relevant
concerns. The DSSG also contributes to the
social life of the students by allocating
money to the clubs for their functions.
The DSSG is divided into two main
branches. The Student Council consists of
twenty members - ten juniors and seniors,
and ten freshmen and sophomores, who
are elected to the council in the general
election held in May. The council meets
every week during the club hours in room
410 of the Student Center. There is also an
Executive Board which consists of the Pres-
ident, the Executive Vice-President, the
Secretary, the Treasurer, who are elected
in the May elections, and other vice-
..',.
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RUHlI Hoctae
Industrial Marketing Society
Intramural Basketball Association
Italian Society
Jazz Society
Jewish Council
Korean Students Association
L$av
Latin Band Club
Luxury Productions
Management Society
Music Club
N~t'l. Assoc. of Black Acc'tants
New York
Oriental-American Cultural Society
Phantasy Implementation Organization
phi Kappa Theta
Photography Club
Political Science Society
P.~.I.D.E.
Psi Chi
Psychology Society
PUblic Administration Society
Retail Society
S.E.E.K. Inc.
Sigma Alpha Alpha
Sigma Alpha Mu
Ski Club
Social Work Club
Sociology Society
South East Asia Students Association
Spanish Club
Stagewise
Swim Club
Table Tennis Club
Theatron .
Ticker
Vanguard Student Coalition
Veterans Association
WBMB
Wall Street Society
West Indian Cultural Club
Yiddish Society
The modern version of Everyman is Pro-
fessor Jeff Kurz's idea, who will also be
directing the play. Although the cast has
already been selected through an open
audition, the clubs can use help backstage.
"I feel one learns more behind stage. For
example, the costume director can inde-
pendently design costumes .. T.he~~ is. a
wide leeway for student creativity, said
Hodge.
The clubs offer experience to students of
every background - managerial experi-
ence organizing the box office and adver-
tising experience doing press work. Such
experience is an impressive addition to an
individual's resume, especially since thea-
tre interests almost everybody.
Students who enjoy working and learn-
ing through new and exciting experie.n~e
like Theatron should call 725-3266 and JOin
in making the school production a suc-
cess. After all, there's more to clubs than
just partying. .. .
That's probably why the administration
is becoming more receptive to clubs like
Theatron and Stagewise.
That Theatron and Stagcwisc. the two
dramatic clubs of Baruch College, can put
up a major production every semester is a
major accomplishment. That the produc-
tion is usually good by any professional
standards is indeed laudable.
The clubs staged The Matchmaker last
semester. This semester. a modern version
of the medieval play Everyman will be per-
formed on April4, 5, 6, and 7. One-act
plays written by students of the playwriting
class arc also performed before a small
audience.
While Thcatron concerns itself with the
performance (acting, direction. writing) as-
pects of the production, Stagewisc under
the Presidentship of Russell Hodge takes
care of costumes, sets, lighting, organiza-
tion, etc....
Approximately 40 students belonging to
the two clubs work together to produce a
play or musical. A faculty member of the
Speech Department directs the play. How-
ever. the clubs aspire toward an exclusive
Baruch students' production, said Hodge.
.... Me....
By Aprajita Sikri
Student Clubs: at Baruch
Amnesty International
Accounting Forum
Accounting Society
Advertising Society
African Students Association
Alliance for Social Justice
American Marketing Association
Archery Club
Art Society
Asian Students Association
Bio-Medical Society
Black Students Organization
Caribbean Students Association
Chess Club
Chinese Christian Fellowship
Chinese Culture Club
Chinese Students Association
Christian Club
CIAO Baruch
Circle K
Class Council 1984 (Senior Affairs)
Class Council 1985
Class Council 1986
Class Council 1987
Computer & Quant. Meth. Society
Dance Club
Education Society
Emerald Soc~ty
Finance-Economics Society
The Flame
Foreign Trade Society
French Club
Game Room Club
Gay & Lesbian Students Alliance
German Club
Gospel Choir
Haitian Cultural Society
Hellenic Society
Hillel
Hispanic Society
India in New York
Indian Cultural Club
Often opening its meetings with a pray-
er the Club shows Christian films duringcl~b hours, organizes lectures on theologi-
cal issues and works with the Chi~~ Chris-
tian Fellowship and Korean Christian Fel-
lowship to organize gospel concerts which
are presented in the auditorium. The Club
lends books on Christian literature to stu-
dents free of charge.
The members of the Club meet on re-
treats in the summer and during holidays.
The last retreat was in Westbury, Long
Island.
The Christian Club is open to ALL stu- 1--.+---------------1
dents of Baruch College, both Christians
and non-Christians. The club defines its
goal in these words, "To provide Ch~stian
fellowship on campus for both believers
and non-believers. To the believer - en-
couraging, exhorting, reproving, rebuking,
and loving to keep the Body of Christ un-
tied and pure. To the Non-Believer -
giving a clear perspective of Christianity
and of the deity of Jesus Christ."
The Club encourages its members to
maintain good academic standing and to be
sensitive to social problems in and around
Baruch College. It facilitates meetings with
students of other campuses. Over coffee or
dinner, students share their knowledge and
problems with each other. .
President Peter McPhun said. "Person-
ally. I've gained a lot. You relate to stu-
dents as a club. You get to meet students
and build relationships. Apart from that,
you get a chance to get involved in ~any
spiritual and social meetings like Bible
studies, prayer meetings, rap sessions.
You get a chance to share the gospel, out-
reaching Christianity."
The Christian Club at Baruch College is
part of the Inter- Varsity Christian Fellow-
ship. With Peter McPhun as President, the
30-member club meets in room 1904, 360
Park Avenue South to discuss prayer and
missionary activities and to discourse on
issues like evangelism, testimonies, and
the Gospel.
Beta Alpha Psi is the national scholastic .
and professional accounting fraternity. Its
objective is to give recognition to scholas-
tic and professional excellence in the field
of accounting. This includes the promotion
of the study and practice of accounting; self
development of its members and fostering
associations between its members and ac-
counting practitioners; and the encourage-
ment of a sense of ethical, social, and pub-
lic responsibilities.
Since its inception in 1919, over 110,000
new members have swelled the ranks of
Beta Alpha Psi, and today commands close
to 150 chapters across the U. S. One of
those chapter is the Alpha Gamma chap-
ter at Baruch College. It's at this chapter
where interested accounting students, who
meet the membership requirements, gather
to discuss and learn about the current
developments in the world of accounting.
Meeting on a weekly basis during club
hours, these studens generally congregate
in room 722, 26th St. building,' to listen to
and discuss topics brought forth by the
various guest speakers. The topics change
each week in order to expose the members
to as much of the current trends in the
accounting field as possible during the
school semester. Since the scheduling of
events reflect the diversified interests of its
members. very exciting and informative
topics are usually covered during the se-
mester. This semester's list extends from
computer fraud all the way to tax shelters;
all of which are discussed by practitioners
considered experts in their respective spe-
cialities. At the. meeting, informal, of
course, an open forum is encouraged in
order to promote an atmosphere conducive
L-----===:--:=====:r:F====f::::::::~~-----.....,j---"1 of the free exchange of ideas. Generally,
most students attending enjoy this arrange-
ment because it's relaxing and refreshing.
the amateur and semi-professional bands
that will be performing at the Student
Center this semester. The sponsorship al-
lows many of the bands to receive airplay
and much needed publicity. The manage-
ment of the station will be working with
various other student clubs this semester
to increase student participation in.
on-campus activities. Club officials will be
receiving reports from the radio station
regarding operating procedures so that
clubs will be able to organize campaigns
for their activities and events in a profes-
sional manner.
WBMB's officers include General Mana-
ger, RicJlafd Marino, Business, Lisa Fed-
erico, Music Director, Robyn Thorne, Pro-
gram Director, Jeff Eigen, Personnel Di-
rector, Marica Sachs, and Promotional Di-
rector, Joan Chin.
Students interested in medialcommuni-
cations (journalism, public relations), busi-
ness, (accounting, advertising, manage-
ment), and the arts are encouraged to
become members and participate in the
station's activities.
ing in the Helpline office dealing with the
students and their supervision. The other
half hour. (l!('Mendez explains, is spent in
supervision. "In supervision a group of
Hclpliners meet together with a counsel.or
from the Counseling Office. Here we dis-
cuss problems and situations we dealt with
while on duty. It's like continued training."
Although Helpline handles many diffi-
cult situations, Duggan considers one prob-
lem the hardest to solve. "The toughest
problem at Baruch is loneliness. Transfer
and freshmen students are sometimes very
lonely and have no friends here at Baruch.
We try to help them to adjust. We see pain
and it's a tough process. Other problems
can be solved quickly but this can't."
The Helpline members who deal with
these problems are probably the most in-
teresting thing about Helpline. In viewing
them it is obvious that they enjoy volunteer-
ing their time. Valentino Hafalia, who has
been a Helpline member for five semesters,
is a good example of this. In his own words
he expresses this enthusiasm, "It's a great
feeling to help students. They know you
are there for them. You realize that the
students are going through the same things
you went through." Helpliner Ramos
echoes Hafalia' s feelings. ., Helping peo-
ple out gives you a great feeling. Later you
see that person around school and you say
hello. Then that person has the confidence
in you to come back for help."
The dedication that Helpliners give to
the Baruch community is probably matched
only by the dedication they give to each
other. This dedication and determination
was put to the test recently when Helpline
attempted to push through a referendum to
raise the student activity fee. The passage
of this fee was vital to Helpline's survival.
As reported in the January 31 issue of
The Ticker the fee increase was passed by
a vote of 988 to 348. The campaigning for
this vote was led by Luis Gasco and Siu
Pang who drafted the referendum, and the
rest of Helpline.
The passage of this referendum left
Helpline joyous. "It was great because it
meant that Helpline could continue," said
Duggan. "It showed that there are students .
out there who care." Duggan was also
thankful towards the student body. "I
would like to thank the students for their
support of the referendum."
Thus Helpline for the immediate future
is in good shape. Duggan plans to keep it
that way. "We've really grown in the last
five years. We're taking over many ser-
vices. Standards are high and we want to
keep it that way."
, .
By LIsa R. Rbodes
Dial in to WBMB
\
By Mike lubinsky
As many Baruch students discover, go-
ing to a school in a big city. with no defined
campus can be a harrowing experience. In
NewYork and particularly at Baruch. many
students feel lost and troubled because of
their seemingly insignificant status. How-
ever. there is an organization at Baruch
that attempts to deal with these problems
- Helpline.
According to Helpline member Miguel
Mendez, "We're a peer counseling group.
We're run by students and it is strictly con-
fidential. We deal with academic and per-
sonal problems. In addition, we also give
apartment referrals."
In trying to help people deal with their
problems Helpliners notice that many peo-
ple are hesitant about coming in for help.
According to Joe Duggan. the Helpline Co-
ordinator, these students shouldn't feel
teticent about asking for help. "Helpline
has a lot to offer to the students at Baruch
·and they shouldn't feel ashamed to ask for
help. Society puts college students in the
role of independent people. They then feel
aunty when they have a problem. '<Stu-
d~nts," said Duggan, "should ask for
help."
.When Baruchians hear that Helpline is
tun by students, they usually ask what
quaiifies these students to give advice and
do counseling. This question is answered
by Duggan who states that all prospective
Helpline members must first go through
eight weeks of training. "The first part of
training is building up listening s~iHs."
This, according to Duggan, makes them
more sensitive and aware of peoples' feel-
ings. "The second part," said Duggan
"consists of role playing. Here we go over
problems so the Helpliners know how to
handle a situation. tt In role playing the
members actually act out a possible meet-
ing with a troubled student in order to be-
come familiar with the process.
While they are going through training,
- many Helpliners admit that it is a reward-
tng experience. According to Mendez, role
playing is satisfying. "When you do role
playing you get used to criticism; however,
lt is constructive criticism. " Thus role play-
ing is an effective device. However, as
Helpline member Ivan Ramos points out,
"you can't compare role playing to the real
thing.' ,
After they complete training, Helpliners
then must work two and a half hours a
week. Two of these hours are spent work-
The ultimate goal of Baruch's WBMB
radio station is to "become an FM station
that can be heard in an area of a ten-mile
radius. " The station's current plans are to
increase its "listenership" through a
series of special projects. .
the most recent program, which is
known as the "brainchild" of member Sal
Treppiedi, (who will be producer and direc-
tor) is the WBMB Music B?x Rad~o S~ow.
the concept of the show IS to hlg~hght
features which are usually covered an the
Music Box newsletter, managed by Joan
Chin. The newsletter, which has a circula-
tion of 1,000, informs Baruchians of the
latest in the music industry. Record and
concert reviews are regulars, along with a
concert calendar, personality profiles, puz-
~rJe$, .and even editorial commen.ts on t~e
~ltateqfAmerican music. The radio sho:ev IS
.\ :itated for a one hour run, and was devised
·tor thOse students who currently are not
'includ,d in the newsletter's readership.
.~ W8MB will also be sponsoring many ot
(,,
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all but compensates. (Mr, Teeter is
recreating the role Ray Bolger made
famous.) Sr. George de la Pena, as Vera's
slighted love Konstantine Morrosine, is cap-
tivating as a beautiful and powerful ballet
dancer - such leaps! While clearly the
routines are spare, these dancers - tap
hoofers and ballet dancers - make the
most of them.
Director George Abbott, now 95, has lent
more than seventy years to the theatre and
stands atop so many achievements, this fine
one included. Donald Saddler and Peter
Martins supplied the new choreography
(some patently un-thirties-ish) and John
McLain handled the lighting design. On
Your Toes is a musical with full, original
orchestrations by Hans Spialek and led by
conductor Paul Schwartz. I wish this revival
a long, healthy run and hope it will pave the
way for other vintage American shows,
which have far more to offer than our cur-
rent, vapid fare.
,The _Virginia Tl1ea1r~ 245 WGt. 52Dd
Street. -CiD'olyne A1JenultllJ'
LET'S BE REAL!
SUPPLEMENT
STUDENT INTENT STUDENT REALITY
• straight A's • work
• do all homework • social life, clubs
• read text 3 times over • parties
• study every day, • spring fever
all term • extracurricular
activities
sue an academic career. Fifteen years later
he's teaching music appreciation in a WPA
music school. Here he falls in love with
Frankie (Christine Andreas), a torch
singer/composer, and becomes committed
to producing student Sidney Cohn's jazz
ballet "Slaughter on Tenth Avenue."
Junior approaches the Russian ballet star
Vera Baronova (Galina Panova) with his
idea, but she's estranged from her dancing
partner-consort and so has other designs
for Junior. Later Vera delights in the idea
of jazz ballet but ballet master Sergei Alex-
androvich (George S. Irving) is a stalwart
purist and simply won't have it. It is only
after the rich patroness Peggy Porterfield
(Kitty Carlisle) threatens to withdraw her
support that Alexancirovich yields, and
"Slaughter" gets its presentation. (This in
itself marked a curious, anachronistic tur-
naround. Surely in the 1930's manipulative
capitalists were -DOt often. the "good
guys.") The rest, of course, is history.
.If.Mr~_ :r~!~r~s__dMcb1g-d_0CSJl'1..seem up.
to par, his greater roJe.athe naive buffoon
NEONnotes services realizes students start the semes-
ter with the best intentions, then reality sets in.
NEONnotes is 'a very valuable supplement to your
own notes. Typed, quality NEONnotes (taken by
Baruch Scholars) will provide you with a valuable
information resource taken by Baruch Scholars.
SUBSCRIBE NOW
-NEON NOTES SERVICES IS NOT AFFILIA TED WITH THE BARUCH COLLEGE
ADMINISTRA TION OR ITS CONSTITUENTS.
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Billie Whitelaw had been 'unable to per-
form Roebby in 1981 when Actors Equity
withheld permission. for the English actress
to work at Joseph Papp's Public Theater.
This limited engagement then is her
triumph. Yet it's as though Beckett does
not share in this triumph - his showing is
more somber. These works are shrouded in
a melancholy that can hardly pass for
minimalism. These works seem more like
the theatre of despair dian of the absurd. '
Rodalby has stunning imagery and some
power, yet the elliptical monologue of the
aged woman leaves something to be
desired. Must the theatre be a conundrum?
"Time she stopped" and "who else?" are
confusing as dialogue. The story, anyway,
re-enacts the death.of this elder woman's
mother, who'd died before in this rocking
chair (and as we all know, she too shall).
When her head falls limp upon her
shoulder, her visage, a ghastly white against
her "best black" costume, is a shocking
view of a welcomed death. Yet stripped of
these visuals, Beckett's later theatre pieces
cannot stand on their own.
The preview was followed by an informal
discussion and Ms. Whitelaw, who's en-
thusiastic about these roles, did concede
, that these are not images "I would allow my
mother-in-law to see." She likens these
plays to "a moving, talking Edvard Munch
painting," and I see the correlation. In-
deed, these are mainly images. As the pro-
ducers admitted, Beckett is 'different from
Ibsen', though not less accomplished. "The
theatre no longer abides by linear form,"
they insisted. Yet I shall have to insist upon
some form, if not linear, in its stead.
Rockaby and other plays. With Sybil
Lines; costumes by Carla Kramer, sets and
lights by Rocky Greenberg.
The 1930's marked an era of radical
. change 'ii(AmeriC8.-··-Not --only- was~- the' .'
political landscape shifting under the weight .. .....
of a massive social fault, but there was an
accompanying change of mind in the arts,
which had earlier shown resistance to
American mavericks. "Jazz" music,
though popular, was viewed by the
established elite as being de classe (no doubt
because of its Black American roots) and
had not, therefore, attained the distinction
of being thought "classical." Yet largely
through the efforts of 'mainstreamers' Paul
Whiteman and George Gershwin, by 1936
jazz music, and more particularly, tap
dancing, was elevated to a level of esteem
and acceptance. The current revival of
Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart's 1936
musical On Your Toes examines, quite
hilariously, a fusion of jazz music, tap
dancing, and the ultra-classical Ballet
Russe. The result is a dazzling show that
boasts many fine scores, a splendid ballet
troupe, and two original dance numbers by
the late great George Ballanchine.
Young Junior Dolan (Lara Teeter), who
is from "three generations" of Dolan fami-
ly hoofers, is forced by his parents to pur-
,--------- --
Stage: Formless Beckett,-
Fancy Footwork
llot:U6~nl.""D .*
Something's happening on Theatre Row,
something in the way of conversion. The
Row,· couched between-9th and 10th
.Avenues at 42nd Street and bordered on the
east by what may be New York's number
one tourist attraction, Times Square, is a
stretch of theatres and theatre workshops
dedicated to the presentation of new,
classical and experimental works and the
development of theatre skills. Its companies
include: the Manhattan Punch Line, found-
ed in 1979 and New York's only comedy
theatre; Playwrights Horizons, founded in
1971 "for the purpose of supporting and
developing new American playwrights;"
INTAR, which is dedicated to showcasing
Hispanic cultural events (and includes a
2S-week Hispanic Playwrights-in-Residence
Laboratory); the Acting, Company; and,
among others, the former Actors and
Directors Theatre. This last house has been
re-named the samuel Beckett Theatre and
its debut performance is a three-piece en-
gagement featuring Beckett's Rockaby.
Rockaby opened officially on February
16th, but my invitation was for February
8th. After we critics seated ourselves we
were reminded that this piece, which British
headliner Billie Whitelaw hadn't performed
in some while, might not be too well-honed.
Artistic Director Jack Garfein warned that
there might even be interruptions, that this
was a "special dress rehearsal." Director
Alan Schneider insisted further that there
were no programs that night. What was
planned, apparently, was an intimate
theatre experience of a sort, which would
have been fine enough in itself but for the
theatre pieces.
Enough, the first work, is a prose piece
Ms. Whitelaw read from a folder, first
behind, then before a podium. The narrator
feels .he is.,,'.'entering night" _- he has
travelled long and far and "the end of this
long outing was my life. It is then I should
have lived,'· then, 'or never. ~~. This' medita-
tion on his creative life is not a complacent
one. He claims,"given three or four lines I
might have accomplished something."
"The crest once reached, alas," sighs the
artist, "the going down again." This piece,
which I found most interesting, is a prose
piece, not a dramatic work. It sounds like a
meditation on mortality, though at other
times it leans toward affectation: "What do
I know about men's destiny? I could tell
you more about radishes."
In Footfalls a prematurely aged woman
confronts her mother with her own sorrow.
The mother is dying a slow, degenerative
death, while her daughter is dying spiritual-
Iy. The soft patter of the younger insom-
niac's feet is this play's motif, and though
its images are dramatic, its dialogue is less
so due to, again, a lapse in coherence. (Both
Rockaby and Footfalls were written ex-
pressly for Billie Whitelaw. While .certainly
her talents are enough to handle the role, I
doubt whether anyone could bring such
dreary people to life. And this from the
writer who declared Joyce's Finnegans
Wake U tedium.")
~
One unique aspect of the Romantics is
that the drummer, Jimmy Marinos, is a lead
singer as well. As a matter of fact, he really
steals the show ·from the band. Not only
does he sing some of their best songs, but
since the beat is-a larse pan.{)f theiE songs,
he is responsible far the song going over as
well as it does live. Wally Palmar shares
with the lead vocals and plays rhythm guitar
and harmonica, while Coz Canler on lead
guitar and Mike Skill on bass round out the
band.
The Romantics' set was short and sweet
as they got the crowd going for Adam Ant
and his crew to take over. Despite the ma-
jority of Ant fans, the Romantics had their
own legion of fans as well. Soon they won't
be the warm-up band any more.
H was clear that a lot of planning
goes into an Adam Ant concert. Just
arranging a stage set so that all nine
members of the band could fit must have
been a challenge. What was on stage was
the following: two drummers with their
own kits on either end of the stage on raised
platforms with a massive set-up of scaf-
folding running over their heads across the
entire stage. (Later we would see Adam
entertaining us from up above.) Also, there
were guitar players, a keyboard set, ahd a
hom section. It was pretty crowded on
stage.
But when Adam joined the show with his
grand entrance from the top of the stage, he
managed to find plenty of room to dance
around and 'put on a wild show for his
screaming fans. Ever since he came over
from England as Adam and the Ants in
1980, he has attracted attention. Because
his recent music has been more commercial
as far as radio airplay, his following has
grown tremendously. Antmusic has lead to
Goody Two Shoes and Puss in Boots, all of
which he performed on Valentine's Day.
He has messages in every song for the lovers
in the audience and the girls in the crowd
just hung on his every word.
Adam never stopped dancing around the
entire stage throughout the show and two
encores. Sexuality, charm and charisma
emitted from Adam the whole time. The
audience was with him aD the way, especial-
ly the females.
-s-Laune NOCD'Ito
The Romantics are enjoying their current
success with the hit Talking In Your Sleep,
but they have been around for a while. In
Heat (on CBS Records) is their fourth
album. In 1980 they had a hit with What I
Like About You.
The four members were all dressed in
black leather for their set. which opened for
Adam Ant. These Romantics stick to basic
boy-loves-girl, boy-wants-girl the~es for
their songs, which are all pop-onented.
Rock You Up and Love Me to the Max are
two songs from the new album which are
simple, fast-paced songs with a catchy beat.
This formula seems to be working quite well
for the band.
• • •
St. Valentine's Dayan Long Island could
have been spent with Adam Ant and the
Romantics at the Calderone Concert Hall in
Hempstead- This double bill was a good
deal for $13.50 and the SRO crowd
proved it.
"Rock: Cats and Ants
At one time Roseland was the place to go
for ballroom dancing. Now the place gets
rocked by some hot new groups, like the
Stray Cats. The atmosphere was one of ex-
citement as the Long Island band per-
formed for the New York City audience
there last month.
Just before the Cats performed, their
backup vocal group, Fourteen Karat Soul,
did their own short set. This five-member
group from New Jersey sang a capella ver-
sions of fifties' classics such as Why Do
Fools Fall in Love. Their talent was ap-
preciated by the audience and one can
understand why the Stray Cats themselves
discovered the group and invited them to be
on the new album and tour with them.
When the Stray Cats finally got on stage,
the fans went crazy. Their set was hot as
they performed songs from their two
American albums as well as their British
releases. Stray Cat Strut and Sexy & 17were
the big crowd pleasersbutallthe songs were
received well. Lead singer Brian Setzer had
the girls screaming "I love you, Brian," as
he serenaded them with the new single I
Won't Stand in Your Way.
Bass player Lee Rocker used both con-
ventional electric bass and an upright bass
which he actually sat on while he played.
Slim Jim Phantom is the third Cat and the
drummer. He uses only one bass drum,
one snare drum, one highhat and one cym-
bal. Slim Jim is wild on stage as he does
not sit behind his drums at all. There isn't
even a seat for him - instead he stands
and jumps all around while he plays, even
standing on his drums at times.
Although they are a trio, the Stray Cats
have the energy of a dozen musicians. With
the help of a saxophone player the sound
they produce is not lacking in any way. The
music is fast and loud, and the band con-
tributes with their energetic stage show.
They did two encores with their final song
being a fantastic version of Jailhouse
Rock. During that song the guitar player
from the Fabulous Thunderbirds came on
stage as well as Belinda Carlisle, the lead
singer of the Go-Go's. Everyone joined in
to celebrate the great show.
The Stray Cats are promoting their new
album Rant N' Rave, (on EMIlAmerica
, .
Records). This follows their Amencan
debut Built for Speed. Originally from
Massapequa, Long Island, the Cats went to
England where they first got notoriety and
released their first album. Now they have
found a place in American top 40 and their
lead singer is somewhat of a sex symbol to
American teens. Rockabilly has become
.popular again, thanks to the Stray Cats,
and the crowd at Roseland appeared
to be enjoying it. Hopefully, with the help
of MTV, the Cats can hold on to their cur-
. rent success and get all o( America dancing
again.
.high-tech syntax leading one to a place of
little, if any, real feeling or indication of.
mortal experiences.
For example, iin A t Last Kincaid
describes what seems to be an image from a
dream; however, it is not clear just what she
is trying to communicate:
«Will the hen, stripped of its flesh, its
feathers scattered perhaps to the four
corners ofthe earth, its bones molten and
sterilized, one day speak?"
From the same piece, she tells of another
experience which is still not quite clear:
«Sometimes / appeared as a hoofed
animal, stroking my own brown, shiny
back. Then / left no corner unturned.
Nothing frightened me. " .
Though a part is not to be judged as the
whole, Kincaid's tangents often make her
prose di fficult to read and comprehend. It
seems just when you are in- the palm of her
hand, she pulls it away, leaving you, the
reader, wondering why she has done so and
where she's off to. Perhaps there is a reason
for such abruptness, but one never knows
since Kincaid gives no indication of why
when she comes so close to the flame she
then decides to blow it out.
At the Bottom of the River is an unusual
read which should be considered, despite its
failings, just for the opportunity to take a
brief, yet memorable, glimpse at the world
of a writer who has the potential to sail.
-LbtI R. Rltoda
Book: The Voice oJ Jamaica
Aa. AlIt: ..It .... M _ ............."
ARTS
Jamaica Kincaid's At the Bottom of the
River, (Farrar, Strauss, & Giroux), is a col-
lection of ten short prose pieces which
border on the edge of the familiar and the
obscure.
Born in St. John's Antigua, in the Carib-
bean, much of Kincaid's prose deals with
the realities and spiritualism of the area.
This, her first book, primarily gives focus
to the societal structures which shaped her
as a child.
In several of her pieces, Kincaid's images
are very appealing. With no make-up, she
recollects upon the ordinary and simple
chores of daily living, the bare essentials for
survival. From cooking pumpkin fritters to
buying cotton for a blouse, Kincaid makes
it seem as if one is there by her side see-
ing the world as she sees it, feeling things as
she feels them.
In a piece entitled Girl, she tells of the
fundamental lessons of her childhood, the
confines of her world, and the dreams she
visualized:
"don't squat down to play with marbles
- you are not a boy, you know; don't
pick people's flowers - you might catch
something . . . this is how to make pep-
per pot; this is how to make a good
medicine for a cold . . . this is how to
love a man, and if it doesn't work there
h ..are ot er ways. . .
She shares her memories of the most
unimportant details in a day, yet, because
of their familiarity, the images become
crucial in understanding her message. For
example, in Holidays, Kincaid writes of sit-
ting on a porch facing the .mountains:
eel sit on a wicker couch looking out the
window at a field ofday lilies . . . I drink
a glass of water. / put the empty glass,
from which / have drunk the water, on a
table. / notice two flies, one sitting on top
of the other, flying around the room. ..
It is her attention to detail which is most
interesting. She is able to take the mun-
dane. the black and the white. and
transform the experience into life and col-
ors by exaggerating the smallest point, the
finest hair, which is often overlooked in the
rush of living.
Unfortunately, however, Kincaid's prose
becomes rather impersonal in several
pieces. Her diction seems far too complex
for the concrete, tangible, and human ex-
periences she relates. What was once warm,
common, and identifiable, suddenly
becomes cold, strange, and foreign - out
of bounds. Her writing borders on the edge
of obscurity, their meanings unclear. Kin-
caid simel: seems to be rambling on in
-
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-Matthew S. Nadler
the future of the: Jewish people's
suffering. The suffering that many
human beings experience, not
because of what they've done, but
because of their race, religion, or
creed.
ference in the two systems is that in
the U.S. many students are able to
work in their fields while pursuing
their education, while in Paris the
students do not begin to work until
they have actually completed
graduate school.
For those students who have the
ambition and curiosity to visit a
world overseas, a "B" average in
their major, and three semesters of
college-level French or its equiv-
alent are required for entrance to
the program.
Before leaving for Paris, students
must register at their home colleges
for a minimum of 12 blanket
credits per semester. After comple-
tion of their courses. their work is
evaluated by the CUNY director
in France so the credits earned
abroad can be applied toward their
degree.
What are the costs? Students pay
the same tuition they would nor-
mally pay for a semester. However,
if they are eligible for financial aid
ffiEOG. TAP, or others) the cover-
age still applies for their overseas
credits. In addition, students must
pay for their own transportation,
(both ways). Students also need to
supply evidence through notarized
certification that they will be able
to provide $450 dollars per month
to cover costs of housing, books,
Continued on Page /4
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you." attitude. .
His run was not relaxing. On the
contrary, for the first time since
Max started running, he knew this
time he was actually running from
something. He was running from
the past into the present, towards
NowIIere 10 lINe
Program CoordInator Maxine FI8her
friends in another part of the
world. Also, I got a view of how my
field of studies is applied in
Europe," he said.
"The only problem was that the
spoken language (slangs, and ac-
cents) is different from the formal
language we learn in school. Paris 9
is a college in which teaching is in
highly specialized and advanced
French."
Dr. Fisher explained that in the
other Paris Colleges the lectures are
in French but special consideration
is given to students with French as a
second language. Also, a full-time
resident CUNY professor accom-
panies students in registration,
touring, housing, and other in-
dividual needs.
While in Paris, Issac's tours
covered "every corner of it. It's
.beautiful! There is so much history
in Paris that even though I stayed
for.4 months, I could only visit a
small amount of what there is to
see."
In comparing higher education in
the United States and abroad, Issac
offers, "you learn just as much
there as you do here. However,
there are no textbooks assigned but
bibliographies. There are lectures
and recitations, but students have
to research their own subjects.
Several French students here at
Baruch explain that the main dif-
The. TIcker,
forget what had happened less than
45 years ago-the massacre of the
Jewish people. For the first time in
Max's 2S years, he felt like a victim
of prejudice-not the "I don't like
you because you're different" kind
but the "I don't like and I'll hurt
r
The French Connection
By Ellie Koteas
The dream of visiting the heart of
the western world can come.trueior
some Baruch students through a .
unique program called the
N. Y./Paris Exchange Program. It
is unique because it is the only ex-
change program between the U.S.
and France concerning public col-
leges and is available for the next
academic year.
Dr. Maxine Fishe r , the
CUNY-wide coordinator and
recruiter of the program urges,
"This is a once in a lifetime oppor-
tunity and one that students should
grasp and act upon if at all possi-
ble!" Baruch students in particular
should be excited about the
possibility of studying business in a
highly esteemed Parisian universi-
ty with an international perspec-
tive.
The University of Paris consists
of seven individual colleges referred
to by number. Paris Colleges 3 and
8 are the most popular among
Baruch students. They offer an in-
tensive one month French course
(non-credit), beginning October
l st, prior to the fall semester. Col-
lege (Paris) three is noted for the
humanities while college eight in-
cludes extensive studies in social
sciences.
Paris 9, named Daulphin, is also
of special interest since it is a
Business College offering concen-
trations in Marketing, Accounting
and Computers-all taught in
French.
Issac Ioannides, a Baruch stu-
dent, participated in the program
and attended Paris 9 for the term of
one semester.
441 recommend the program
strongly! The Paris/N.Y Exchange
is a unique program for a unique
experience. I recommend this for
several reasons. You see their life-
styles, their political systems, their
culture, and you perfect your abili-
ty to speak French. You make good
z
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To Run
on his shirt in an attempt to dry
them. Why was he so disturbed in
reading about Nazi war criminals?
Max knew the reasons couldn't
just be that he was Jewish, or that
his grandparent's sisters, brothers.
and friends were murdered by the
Nazis less then 4S years ago. No,
Max knew these weren't the rea-
sons, although they could have
bee · .n.
As Max finished the news story,
he folded up the paper, stuffed it
into his running bag, and proceed-
ed on his daily 30 minute run.
Although his routine run usually
helped to clear his head, he realized
very quickly that he couldn't shake
the headline or the story that he had
just read. Running, sweating, more
running, more sweating,' but Max
still couldn't shake the horror in his
head or the pang in his gut.
He would run longer this day.
Longer then he ever ran before so
if he could not shake the N~
story, maybe, just maybe, he could
put the damn thing into perspec-
tive.
After about 4S minutes into the
run, he realized what the hell was
bothering him. Not having been
brought up in a particularly
religious home, and having been
raised in a free society, more or
less, Max had found it easy to
ment of profits are all his/her
.responsibility.. An executive should
have had some experience in the
recording field, although Taubman
mused. "I have seen some People
come in with no experience and
sometimes the results leave
something to be desired."
Lawyers and accountants are
also needed in the recording in-
dustry, Lawyers primarily work
with artists to arrange sound
business deals with their particular
recording label, and oversee all
business details pertaining to
copyright of material, movie/video
contracts, promotional tours, etc.,
in order to safeguard artists from
any circumstances that may lead to
a loss in profits.
Accountants oversee periodic
reports for the record label, and
complete all necessary' financial
statements as usual. Taubman sug-
gested that accountants not enter
the recording field "without some
knowledge of the recording in-
dustry, " although he admitted that
until the financial reports are due,
there isn't much for an accountant
to do.
The production of a live perfor-
mance is a business unto itself. A
concert is an enterprise from begin-
ning to end. Production managers
Continued on Page 14
Max saw on. a somewhat crumpl-
ed yet still readable issue of The
Jewish Week &: The Examiner,
Inc., which was lying on. top of a
bush in the pouring rain. the head-
Iine," 'Damning dossiers of war
criminals. "
The next headline- read. •'The
Federal Nazi Hunter from Queens
Explains Mission." After Max had
stopped, he did a double take and
decided to postpone his morning
run, at-least temporarily, and began
to read cautiously..
The story's lead began, "Neal
Sher did come home again, at least
for a few hours. He came to tell the ..
people in Floral Park about his ac-
tivities as the new director of the
Office of Special Investigations
(OSI) of the United States Depart-
ment of Justice - the nation's center
for finding and prosecuting Nazi
War criminals!' A Nazi hunting
unit.
Max read that Mr. Sher had suc-
cessfully taken legal actions against
13 war criminals since 1979, and
that Mr. Sher promised still to
capture more war criminals in
the next few months. Max's palms
began to sweat. His gut was
churning, making butter out of his
intestines. "Why?" Max wondered
to himself. as he wiped his hands
Nowhere
February 28, 1984
The Business of Music
By Joan Chin
Dr. Joseph Taubman. author of
In Time. with the. Music Business
lind Performing Arts: MaltQgement
and Law, an editor. attorney, and
faculty member of the New School,
lectured on February 15 in the Wal-
ter E. Nallin Recital Hall about
Management in Popular Music.
Among a handful of faculty
members from the music depart-
ment, including the chairperson,
and some students, Taubman
began by defining what is called
"pop music." Although it is a term
which is somewhat difficult to
define, Taubman reasoned, "pop
music is 'commercial music' in the
sense of looking for a mass
market. "
The basis of the music industry is
the copyright, meaning a limited
monopoly in music composition
which enables the owner of the
copy to exercise certain exclusive
rights. The first right is to
marketing, that is, the reproduction
of the copy in sheet music. The sec-
ond is the mechanical reproduc-
tion, or the sound recording record.
The third exclusive right is that of
public performance. Music can be
copyrighted by a music publishing
company or it can be licensed by a
performing rights society which has
acquired rights from both the com-
poser (lyricist, musician) and the
music publisher.
The key management position in
the recording business is known as
the A&R. The A&R is in charge of
the actual recording of the record,
determing how many tapes are to
be made, and he/she also is involv-
ed in editing and cutting of music to
the final master which is to be
manufactured.
A record company executive
manages the operation of a record
company. The selection of various
music recordings, their release, pro-
motions, sales9 and the manage-
Summer Study Abroad program in
Maastricht. Holland for two months
in order to further their studies in
Human Sexuality. The program.
arranged in cooperation with Hol-
land's Rijkss University. included
intensive group and individual re-
search. study. and analysis.
I had to stew, and I mean liter-
ally stew, and wait for months un-
til / heard from them (as to accep-
tance). / was ecstaticll My poclcet-
book is still hurtin',
I have been too sheltered all my
life. and that's why I say. putting
aside everything that I've learned
from the courses. it was, I think.
about the best experience I've ever
gone through.
Her impressions of Holland and
its people are quite positive.
I never found any anti-Ameri-
can. or ami-black sentiments. I felt
very welcome . . . t hey ire more
freer with that (varied sexual life-
styles) in Holland and Sweden than
we are in the United States. Just
education about human sexuality is
much more freer.
The experience. however. has
helped. Bernadette to re-examine
her views about the people and
world around her.
I .still have my own attitudes
about some ofthese things, a lot of
it is based on what I grew up with,
but I think I'm more open to talk-
ing about these things. (concerning
human sexuality) now than I was
before. I'm a little bit more open-
minded.
Perhaps that is the goal of all
higher education
-s-Lisa R. Rhodes
February 28, 1984
all day and coming to school at
night: homework, studying, and
practically no social life. She said
that when she saw me in class she
felt ashamed. Not only was I able
to hold my own but / was one of
the best students. And, let me tell
you that I have never cut a class
since I started college in 1978.
She said that she felt ashamed
that she wanted to quit when
there was this old lady who was
so ambitious. She said that I in-
spired her to keep on going and
to graduate. Out offive children
in her family she is the first to
finish._college. The other children
all started, but none of them
graduated. She thanked me for
. being there. and I tell you, if I
did nothing more than to help
someone to stick with it. It makes
me very, very happy.
-Barbara Bauer
.. , • I •• ..,.. I
Bernadette volunteers as a lecturer
on human sexuality for the Marga-
ret Sanger Center. Upon requests
from youth groups and agencies,
she speaks with young adults about
birth control, sexually transmitted
diseases. human physiology, and
generally helps to make them
more aware of the choices that are
available. Before becoming a lec-
turer, she had to participate in two
months of training.
Last summer, Bernadette, along
with a select group of N.Y. U. grad-
uate candidates. particinated in a
I feel driven. It's a terrible thing
to become an ~A' student. You
can't let go. I didn't start that
way. I just wanted to take some
courses and suddently I find
myself a matriculated student.
When the first ~A ' started rolling
in it set a standard and somehow
I feel terrible if I get a B + .
It's evident that the Baruch ex-
perience has added to Lillian's
already rich life. Yet, it's difficult
to say which effect has been greater
- the impression Baruch has made
on Lillian or the impression Lillian
has made on Baruch. Once Lillian
returned to her desk after a mid-
class break to find an anonymous
letter from a woman in her class.
This woman wrote to me to tell
me that I was also in one of her
classes the previous year when
she was on the verge of Quitting
school. It was rough for working
gan participating in the religious
services provided through the club.
Though she still attends her fam-
ily's membership church. Berna-
dette says the new experience is a
personal choice.
"The Forum is small, it's pro-
gressive. The services are very dif-
ferent - there is no pastor, no
choir. etc .: etc. Each and every
week there is something different.
At the forum. members take part
in group discussions. lectures. and
enjoy pot luck lunches.
As part of her graduate studies.
ing. School is a diversion for me.
I'm not the kind to go to senior
citizens' clubs. / 'don't play
bingo. I don't play cards. / can't
. sit around and gossip. That's not
for me. That's boring and a
waste of time, a waste of energy
when there are so many new
things that a person can learn
about.
Lillian did begin her college
career with apprehension. She had
to push herself to sign up for that
.first course. But just as she did
when she immigrated to the U.S.,
she took a deep breath and entered
a new world.
In my very first year at Baruch J
took a speech course with Mr.
Menaker. He is a darling. J Was".
very shy in the beginning. Then I
said to myself, "What are you
afraid of? After all, everybody is
shy. No one is used to 'standing
up in class and making
speeches." I convinced myself
that I was no worse than the
others and that they were no bet-
ter than me; they are only my
classmdtes. After that, I ended
up making some good speeches.
After I delivered a persuasive
speech, Mr. Menaker said that it
was the best speech that he had
ever heard. I said to him,
"Didn't my accent bother you?"
"What accent?" he said. I
couldn't have gotten a better
compliment. I know that / have
an accent, but he said that he
didn't hear it, he heard only what
I was saying. That boosted my
confidence. I had been so self-
conscious about something that
people didn't even notice. Now I
realize that there are many
students (and faculty members)
here at Baruch with accents:
Hispanics, Orientals, Europeans.
Sometimes I'm in a class where
75% of the students have accents.
Lillian attends school full time
and participates in many extra-
curricular activities.' She is a
member of the EveniRg Session
Student Assembly and is treasurer
of Sigma Alpha Delta Honor Socie-
ty. She devotes a lot of energy to
these activities and to her school
work.
Baruch, and even more so now
while I'm a graduate student.
One change for Bernadette.
while at Baruch, was her experi-
ence of joining the college gospel
choir.
The gospel choir was an expe-
rience totally different from my
own. Everyone was used to the
handclupping and the movement. I
had to slowly work into the rhy-
thms.
Through her application to Co-
lumbia. Bernadette was contacted
by the University's Seventh Day
Adventist club and eventually be-
a very strange person - I love
most of the things that I do. /
love being in college, too. All my
life I've wanted to get a college
degree. / just didn't have the
time. I gOI married. I had a fami-
ly to raise. I had to work. How
could I go to school? When my
husband died seven years ago /
took stock of my life. I said to
myself, ..What are you going to
do now? You have all the time in
the world. This is it - now or
never. You will get the degree
vou/ve wanted all of your life. "
-I'm in college for my own
pleasure. It's not that I'm
preparing for a career. I'm here
for fun and for the love of learn-
anything that was an honest
day's work.
Lillian learned to speak English
by living and working in the
American culture. Later9 she went
to school to perfect her written
English and began to work as a
translator. Today she has a boom-
ing private practice.
I would /ike to drop the whole
thing now because I want to start
doing other things and my
translation work interferes with
my other interests. Somehow, my
clients don't leave me alone. But
the truth of the matter is I love it!
I love to be with different types
of people and my work exposes
me to a variety ofsituations. I'm
library for research and things like
- that.
Bernadette's religious back-
ground. which she describes as
.. very conservative." was one in-
fluence in her decision to study
human sexuality.
Growing up in my restrictive
church background. none of this
(human sexuality) was discussed.
They seem to have a whole lot of
lists ofdo's and don'ts. and up high
on that list was not even to men-
tion sexuality. except in the con-
text of someone being in trouble.
and even that was whispered or
hushed. It was very. very. negative.
Most of what I learned about life,
about ~n\'thinp in {act. came from
what I read in my courses. both in
After graduation. Bernadette ap-
plied to Columbia's Graduate
School of Social Work. but later
chose New York University's Grad-
uate program because it offe~s a
specialization in Human Sexuality.
I really wanted to follow up
with Public Health. I got interested
'with population control and family
planning because / did a lot of my
fieldwork (when attending Baruch)
at the Margaret Sanger Center
(which is part of Planned Parent-
hood). They have a library there. so
I ...v o uld often ~ in and use the
She was born in the Caribbean
Islands and was raised by a family
that follows the tenets of the
Seventh Day Adventist faith. Cur-
rentlya candidate for a Master-s
degree in Health Education wit~ a
specialization in Human Sexuality
at New York University. Bernadette
Chapman. a Baruch graduate.
views the world a bit differently as
a result of her higher education.
Originally a psychology major
during her undergraduate years.
Bernadette, who noted that Baruch
.. really didn't have a specific pro-
gram in health education. ~. decid~d
upon an Ad-Hoc major In Pub l ic
Health and Sociology upon the ad-
vice of Liberal Arts counselor
Wendy Hyman.
\\,~£ ~~~~
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If you haven't had a class with
Lillian K-ormandy, you probably
haven't noticed her. If she passed
you in the hallway you might as-
sume that she's 8 department secre-
tary or perhaps an assistant to the
dean. If you were squeezed next to
her in the 23rd Street elevator, you
might wonder what foreign lan-
guage she teaches when you hear
her thick foreign accent. But no,
Lillian is a grey-haired grand-
mother, and she's a Baruch stu-
dent.
When I first walk into a class I'm
usually mistaken for the instruc-
tor. When I pick my seat among
the students they all think I'm
kidding around. But when they
realize, after the initial shock,
that I'm a fellow student, the)
consider me one of the bunclJ·
They accept me. Anyone who
has ever had me in a class knows
me forever. I can't walk down.
. the hallway without someone
calling out, "Hello, Lillian!"
Lillian was born and grew up in
Hungary. After graduating from
high school she spent .six months in
Paris studying French at the Sor-
bonne before coming to the U.S.
When I first came here I didn't
speak the language. I was a
young girl by myself. What can
you do with a high school
diploma and not one word of
English? And that was during the
worst time of the depression -
193.3. Bull.pride myself in never
going 0 day without work. I can't
tell you how many different oc-
cupations I had. I learned this
trade, that trade. all kinds of
things. I did everything under the
sun, manual labor, anything,
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All films will be shown on Mondays and Thursdays a·t 5:30 in the
Oak Lounge. Fridays at 1:00 and 3~00 iri Room 114 24 st. Bldg.
ALL FILMS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE OF TIME, DATE LOCATION.
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.VisitAnyOf OUr Centers
And See For Yourself Why
we Malle The Difference
TEST PREFMAilON SPECIALISTS
SINCE 1938
Call Days. Evenings &Weekends
131w.t 56th StreM
N.~C.1001t
(Between 6 &7 Aves.)
212-977-8200
Penninent Centers InMore Than
120 Ma;or U.S.Cities & Abroad.
ForI.mation AboMt OIlIer CIn1Its
0U1SI0E a.Y.lTA1EaLL
10LL FREE -.223-1712
FOR DETAILS CALL KAREN: 201-569-7111
WANTED
-STUOENlS WHO WANT10 BUYlOP SEWNG
PORTABLE PERSONAL COMPUTER AT
DEALER COs[
WHAT'S THE CAlt:;H?
WEWANT STUOENlS ON CAMPUS WHO WILL
MAKE TH.EIR MACHINEAVAILABLE FOR DEM-
ONSfRATION 10 OTHER STUOENTS. IFTHEY
BU~ 'fOU GET $50. ITS THAT SIMPLE.
Business of Music
.~~14-
Continued from Page,
French Connection
Continued from Page ,13
--------food, and personal expenses. schools, such as City .College do
What about lodging? Some dor- so. .' , ,
mitory rooms are available for The minimum participation in
CUNY, stude~ts at the Colleges. the' program is one semester, and
and atotherlocations in the city for the maximum is two. The deadline
approximately $200 a month and for the next academic yearts March
less. Issac suggests that Baruch 15. For further -infomi8tion con-~hould supply this expense for the tact: Maxine FISher '(723':3135)
students since other CUNY· NY/Paris Exdumge Program.
.must book a concert hall, program sor's responsibility, in part, to pick
the material which will be per- up the tab.
formed, provide publicity and ad- The personal manager of a re-
vertising for the show, and above cording artist is who Taubman
all, control costs. Also in connec- referred to as the "psychiatrist."
tion with the production is the pro- As representative of the artist in
moter, who puts the entire financial business dealings, the personal
deal together. The promoter is the manager must wear two hats. In
one who takes the risk for gain or order to be successful, a personal
loss in presenting a concert. When, manager must "have an understan-
however, the promoter is able to ding of the artist and know what
work with a sponsor, it is the spon- . makes him tick."
our hands?
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"Love, Sex or Family?"
New Freedom - New Choices
Part V
"Careers and Self-Assessment"
Suggestions for Success
Part VI
Thurs, April 26 12:35 - 2:35 pm
Room 307 23rd St.
Thurs, April 12 12:35 - 2:35 pm
Room 307 23rd S1. .
"Brooklyn vs Bronxville"
Values and attitudes of the Up-
wardly Mobile Italian - Americans
GET INVOL VED!
-
Ticker: 725-7620
partm
March 2
Beer Blast!f
Help Wanted
Student Center
Little Folks Shop
113 E. zs-« St.
Experienced Sales
Part IV
Thurs, April 5 12:35 - 2:35 pm
Room 307 23rd S1.
Thurs, March 22 12:35 - 2:35 pm
Oak Lounge Student Center.
Italian-Americans in 1984·,,
.Political Force or Dying Ethnic
Group?
Lt. Gov. Alfred Del Bello -
Question and Answer Period and
Social will follow.
Have you any free time
~f you do
S~n up in Room 409
COME ON
STUDENT CENTER (22nd St.)
(Don't let others make decisions .for you)
Part I
STUDENT RELATIONS COMMITTEE
Or do you have one to share?
Tutoring service is provided by
SIGMA ALPHA ALPHA.
One to one on any subject.
Applications available at
Student Center
HELPLINE
BL 13 of 360 PAS,
TUTORS also needed.
Need an Apartment?
or stop by 516 E. 26th Street
HELPLINEat 725-4177
..'
.Write For The
Thurs., March 8 12:35 - 2:35 pm
Oak Lounge Student Center.
The Italian Immigration:
~ Roots Experience
by Dr. Lydio Tomasi, Center for
Immigration Studies and Father
MOTIVATED!!!
INTEREST V!!!
Italian Heritage Series
Day Session Student Government invites you- to .be- a staff member
Part II
Cogo, American Committee on
Italian Migration Question and
ThUl'S, March, 12:35 - 2:35 p.m. Answer Period and Social will
Globus ~unge 360 PAS _ follow
on the
The Major Contributions of Italian
Civilization
Dr. Pasquale Perretta
Baruch College
Question and answer period will
follow.
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Coach Without A TealD?
.Statesmen Fencing
IBAROUNDUP
The reason for this is not that
Baruchians are under-qualified, ac-
cording to Ballinger, "the only pre-
requisites to joining the team are
that the player be alive and in good
physical condition."
year, our foil squad will be great."
The same can be said of the
women's squad, as they gain
valuable competitive experience.
"We've experienced trouble get-
ting players," said coach Ballinger.
FeadDI Team ID Action
. .: .1
have carried the team, but next year
when two of their leading fencers,
McKenzie and Maurice Carerra
graduate, the epee squad will no
longer be as threatening as before.
According to Moy, "by next
receive, the morale boosting ex-
posure which is necessary for any
athlete to compete well. He added,
."My hope is to get at least three
guys and one gal to qualify." Ac-
cording to fencer Neil Homer, ul
think we've done better than ex-
pected, we should have no pro-
blem. H He added, "The spirit,
esprit de corps, youth, and hunger
for winning on this team is incom-
parable."
Each male on the team.
specializes in the use of a certain
weapon, the sabre, epee, or foil.
Women are restricted to the foil.
The weapons are constructed dif-
ferently and the method of scoring
varies from weapon to weapon.
Baruch excels in the epee.
David Moy, a sabre fencer, pointed
out that this was so because the foil
squad is entirely new. Leading the
epee squad is John McKenzie, in his
second fencing season, he is
undefeated in 13 competitions. He
said the reason for his success was,
"We have the best coaching staff
around." He added, "The fencing
team is great, we should be CUNY
champions." According to Moy,
the only team with the potential of
beating Baruch is City College.
"But this year we're kicking tail,
we should beat them. "
This year the epee squad may
By Orest Mandzy
Although Baruch's fencing team
is small (12 men, 6 women), they
are competitive. With five inter-
collegiate matches left in the
season, the men's squad has a'
respectable record of 4 wins and 1
loss. The women's team, however,
hasn't fared as well and has a disap-
pointing 0 and S record.
Baruch's fencing team was
started about 10 years ago, and is
now coached by ex-Olympian Ed
Ballinger. He presently ranks fifth
in the nation and is eyeing the 1988
summer games.
Ballinger blames the lack of pro-
ductivity of the women's squad' on
the fact that few have prior ex-
perience in the sport. "Three of our
starters never fenced before (this
season), they've also going through
a growing up period." He noted,
"Last year's players, two of which
advanced to the NCAA (National
Collegiate Athletic Association)
competitions, would help."
This year's NCAA tryouts are
creeping up on the team, (they start
on March 20 and end March 24).
According to coach Ballinger, U I en
courage the fencers to participate in
outside competitions.' 'He noted
that by doing so, his players not on-
ly get more experience but also
\
-
figures: Kenny james (IS pts., 7
rebs.), Tony Bolden (12 pts., 6 as-
sists), and Tony Durank (10 pts.).
Steve Robinson also grabbed 12 re-
bounds. Trailing most of thegame,
Sid Phillips (6 pts.) and AI Lazada
(19 pts., 7 rebs.) brought the All
World Crew back into the game,
but the Crew experienced late tur-
novers. Center Bill Davis broke the
LB.A. rebounding record (18 rebs.)
and scored 20 points in a losing ef-
fort. In game two, G.Q. eliminated
the Hoop Connection II, 48-42.
Hoop II outrebounded G.Q.
(34-26) but had a free throw percen-
tage of O. Mike Green took control
of most of the game, scoring 22
points and grabbing 9 rebounds.
Gary Brown added 13 points, with
9 rebounds. For the Hoop Connec-
tion, Garland Mitchell (10 pts., 13
rebs.) controlled the boards, but
fouled out late in the second)1alf.
Michael McDaniel added 16 points
and 7 rebounds.
With four tMims remajnjng in
semi-final play, on December 9th9
F1y....Slamma Jamma literally fouled
out G. Q., 77-64, to advance to the
final. The whole starting five of
G.Q. by the game's end had
fouled out. Despite the halftime
score, the LB.A. All-Stars beat the
Varsity team last year with a buzzer
basket, 85-83.
rebs.), and guard Anderson Regis
(13 pts.), in a losing effort. In the
second game, Fly Slamma Jamma
frustrated the All World Crew,
71-56. Fly led a balanced attack,
getting 18 pts. each from Roger
Miller and Andy Yarde (9 rebs.).
Center Mike Houston scored 4
points and grabbed a game high 12
rebounds. For the All World Crew,
AI Lazada (23 pts., 10 rebs.) and
Scott Abramson (16' pts., 6 rebs.)
supplied the offense.
On November 17th, G.Q. outre-
bounded the Hawks to eliminate
them from the tournament 66-40.
G.Q. was led by forward David
Toone (19 pts., 12 rebs.) and guard
Mike Armstrong (14 pts., 10 rebs.).
The Hawks were led by Marlon
Pelleu's 10 points and 10 rebounds.
In game two, N.R.V.P. made a late
comeback to overcome the Hoop
Connection II 54-41- N.R.V.P. was
once again led by guard Gerald
Taylor (22 pts.). Forward Anthony
Ginyard added 14 points. Michael
McDaniel (18 pts.) kept the Hoop
Connection in the game, along with
Ancil TJTell (10 pts.).
After Thanksgiving recess, on
December 1st, in quarterfinal play,
the Hardwood Hotshots eliminated
the All World Crew, 55-S3 in an
unbelievable upset. The Hotshots
got three. players into double
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The games leading up to the
coveted Intramural Basketball
Association Championship Game
were far from uneventful. Almost
every game came down to the wire.
On November 3rd, with 8
seconds remaining, the
Gentlemen's Quintet failed to tie
the score and lost to the Not Ready
for Varsity Players, 58-56, Gerald
Taylor (17 pts.) led the Not Ready
attack, along with Jeff Anderson (7
pts., 9 rebs.) and Derek Hogg (10
pts.).G.Q. was led by Mike Green
(16 pts.), Gary Brown (10 pts., 11
rebs.), and Rod Wildgoose (l pts.,
12 rebs.). In the second game,
Hoop Connection's Michael Mc-
Daniel (20 pts., II rebs.) and Mari-
on Haigler (10 pts.) held off a late
second half rally by the Hawks to
win, 49-43. The Hawks' offense
was spearheaded=--- by freshman
George Finley/ (20 pts., 5 rebs.).
On November 10th, the Hard-
wood Hotshots defeated the In-
dependents, S9-54. The Hotshots
were led by the game's high scorer
forward Kenny James (19 pts., 6
rebs.) and Steve Robinson (16 pts.,
11 rebs.). The Independents were
led by freshmen Erwin Wade (16
pts., 5 rebs.), Scottie Scott (9 pts., 9
calaureate degree." In addition
Eng wanted a person with good
organizational skills. He indicated
that organization was one of the
teams major flaws last season.
Eng finally found a person who
fit these qualifications and offered
the job to him. This man, Peter
Laddomada, a math and science
teacher at St. Frances de Chantal in
Brooklyn, is a former member of
the Baruch baseball team during
the years 1976-80. According to
Eng the job was offered to Lad- ........----_~~~~~=~~==~===~~~~~~=~...._.:"':"=~~~=~~~=~=~~
domada during the week of
February 6th. As of press time Lad-
domada hadn't got back to Eng as
to whether he would accept or re-
ject the offer.
Th us at this juncture the
Statesmen's season is in doubt. It is
possible that they might have a
coach without a team to work with.
Therefore when spring rolls
around, Baruch might be devoid of
that perennial sound of "Play
BalL"
By Michael Lashinsky
Over the last month Baruch
Athletic Director Dr. William Eng
has been searching for a new head
coach for the Baruch Statesmen
baseball team. Now that he may
have found a coach for the team, it
might turn out that he doesn't have
a team for the coach.
The strange turn of events which
have transpired over the past
several weeks leaves the
Statesmen's 1984 season in doubt.
According to John Krochak, a
former member of the team, and
now the team's Assistant Coach,
there is a good chance that Baruch
will not field a team this season.
"I'm kind of worried that there
might not be a team, " said
Krochak. "I'd really hate to see it
happen. " Krochak added that
there was a problem because not
enough people have shown interest
in playing for the team this year. In
addition the pool of players has
been diminished by recent
graduates, and also those students
who have been placed on proba-
tion.
Before this problem had surfaced
Eng had conducted a search for a
new baseball coach. This was
necessary because last year's coach
Michael Becker was released after
the 1983 season. Eng said that
Becker was released because "we
weren't happy with the way the
team was run. The team just wasn't
competitive. "
In searching for the new coach
Eng sent out advertisements to
~ther colleges and high schools. In
selecting this coach he had several
criteria in mind. "We were look-
ina for someone with coaching. ex-
perience, who also had a bac-
